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HIS, our 1953 Student Issue, marks
the first step in achieving a goal
hoped for by Editor R. S. Campbell in
his editorial on page 301 of the 1952
Student Issue of the Journal. The cons tinued increase in response by students
and schools in contributing worthwhile
and interesting
information
has been
exceedingly gratifying.
Under the guidance of Professor Omer
E. Sperry, Department
of Range and
Forestry,
Agricultural
and Mechanical
College of Texas, two student editorials,
three articles on range education, three
student research articles, and four abstracts of theses have been assembled.
In addition, thirteen colleges and uni-

Let’s

Broaden

Issue

versities have submitted items for the
Range Student Roundup and the News
and Notes. This issue is a suitable tribute
to Professor Sperry’s enthusiastic
response to our request, and his effort in
soliciting, assembling and editing material
submitted.
It is through the efforts of range students that have contributed to this issue,
and others like them, that the objectives
of our Society will continue to be met in
years to come. Judging from their willingness to work for the Society, and the
breadth of their interests, we have much
reason for optimism.---Joseph F. Pechanec,
Editor.

the Journal’s

I

N 1948 about 500 far sighted range-men
formed the nucleus of the American
Society of Range Management,
a focal
point for those possessing mutual interests
in Range
Management.
The
general desire for such an organization
was immediately indicated by the sponc
taneous increase in membership
once
the objectives of the Society were announced. To foster advancement in the
science and art of grazing land management, to promote progress in the conservation and greatest sustained use of
forage and soil resources, to stimulate
discussion and understanding of scientific
and practical range and pasture prob291

Horizons

lems, to provide a medium for the exchange of ideas and facts among members with allied technologists,
and to
encourage professional improvement of
its members; these objectives constitute
a very ambitious program indeed. Is
this program being undertaken and fulfilled through the medium of this Journal? It is on the subject matter of the
Journal that we should like to comment.
Is the Journal as our organ of communication helping to promote the advancement of good range management? Is it a
medium of exchange of ideas and facts
among allied technologists? Let us examine issues of the Journal published to date.
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Coupling careful planning with the
new society’s impetuousness of youth,
the early editions were filled with incentive, inspiration, and high ambition.
The establishment of a new society in
the face of numerous other well founded
that deal with certain
organizations
phases of range management was justified and the principles of the Journal
outlined. The response to membership
drives and appeals for contributors was
excellent permitting the Journal to both
increase the size and number of issues
per year. To date many phases and problems of Range Management in both
Canada and the United States have been
reported resulting in technological and
management improvements where similar
situations existed in other sections of the
continent. The increase in Journal size
is, therefore, a step toward the fulfillment
of the objective to cover adequately all
the material that should be printed and
made available to society members since
many members cannot subscribe to several other journals and are not located in
an area where a library is readily available.
But should we not also increase the
scope of the sources of contribution?
The reason for such a proposal may be
explained by the following two illustrations. First, in the FAO report (1951)
“Improving
the World’s
Grasslands”
well over half the references listed are
from countries outside North America.
Without doubt, workers in Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa are much
farther advanced than we in such phases
of range management as pasture fertilization, biological control of noxious weeds
and range parasite control. Surely these
problems are not unique to foreign countries. Secondly, at the Sixth International
Grassland Congress held at Pennsylvania
State College last year, at least sixty
percent of the 250 authorities invited to
address the various sections of the

Congress were from foreign countries.
It is therefore readily seen that ideas and
techniques developed in one country may
often find employment as such in other
countries or form the basis for techniques
in solving somewhat similar problems.
To what extent have foreign workers
been encouraged to publish in our Journal
thereby assisting in our accumulation
and exchange of new ideas? At this time
of writing the Journal has published over
80 papers and editorials. On breaking this
down it may be seen that over 70 articles
were written in North America involving
North American work, 2 were Hawaiian,
5 were written by Americans visiting foreign countries and only 3 were written
by foreign contributors concerning foreign work. Thus, while more than 50
percent of the outstanding references in
the FAO report came from foreign authors
only 5 percent of the articles in our
Journal fall into that category. By our
arithmetic, simple as it may be, that does
not constitute much of an exchange of
ideas outside our own North American
sphere. If this situation persists how with
our one Journal, can libraryless members
avoid the regressive stagnation resulting
from inbred ideas and a narrow viewpoint?
If the Journal is to continue to be a
worthy medium of exchange of data,
techniques and ideas within the Society
let us solicit the aid and experience of
workers from other countries who have
already solved some of the many perplexing problems of Range Management
we still face. In this way we may have a
Journal that meets all the needs of the
Range Manager. It must be remembered
that the United States solicited the collective assistance of all the western allies
in order to build the Atomic Bomb!
The case rests.-M.
A. MacDonald and
C. M. Williams, Graduate Students,
Oregon State College, Corvallis.
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Are Also for Students

KST because you are a student, don’t
think you aren’t welcome at the
Society’s national meetings. As a student
who has attended two national meetings,
I can assure you that they are both enjoyable and educational. With a little
assistance from your school or some conservation agency, the meetings are within
the financial reach of any student. If you
are a typical student, you will probably
ask, “What’s in it for me?” In the following paragraphs I will tell you what I believe is in it for you.
During your college career you have
undoubtedly been forced to digest vast
quantities of technical literature. Perhaps you have suspected that the authors
of this material composed it for the sole
purpose of confusing range management
students. At the national meeting you
will find assembled under one roof most
of the important men in the field of
range management. Names such as Sampson, Stoddart, Clawson, and Saunderson
will no longer be cold names from a book
cover. They will instead become personalities-men
you have met and talked
with.
You will find these men to be warm and
friendly. To them the student represents
a promise that the work they have devoted their lives to will be carried on. I
will always remember my first meeting
with Dr. Sampson. (His students call
him Sammy). He left a group of his colleagues to greet me and my fellow students. His first remark was, “Isn’t it
wonderful that we have so many students
who can be here!” This attitude was
expressed in one way or another by all of
the prominent men I met at the meetings.
The reports and discussions that are
presented at the meetings represent the
very latest work and philosophies’ of
range management. If this information

is important to the recognized authorities, it is doubly important to the student.
Let’s get away from the academic
benefits and review the recreational aspects. If nothing else, the trip promises a
week’s vacation from school. It is a
chance to travel through new country
and meet new people.
The plant identification contest sponsored by the society will give you a
chance to compete against other students
from other schools and perhaps to take
home a trophy for your school. If you
do not win the first time you will have a
little incentive to do better the next year.
This incentive will make your taxonomy
courses more interesting and profitable.
You will certainly enjoy the banquet
and alumni meetings. They afford an
opportunity to meet influential people
on a personal basis. All of us are interested in jobs, and these meetings are
a good place to find them. For example,
last year at the Boise meeting, one of my
fellow students made arrangements for
graduate study under a fellowship at
another college. This year, at Albuquerque, another fellow student acquired
a position with the Bureau of Land
Management.
In the past, student attendance at the
national meetings has been pitifully low.
In 1952, six teams representing
five
schools participated in the plant identification contest. This year only four
teams competed.
To you students who have never attended a national meeting, I would say,
“Your education is not complete. You
are missing an important opportunity.
National meetings are not for the authorities alone, they are also for the student.”
-Ellis F. Sedgley, Student, School of
Forestry and Range Management, Colorado A & M College, Fort Collins.
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THE

DIGESTIBLE
NUTRIENTS
AND METABOLIZABLE
FOUND IN WINTER
RANGE PLANTS

(Abstract of thesis submitted in partial
ful$llment for an MS.
degree, Range
Management Department, Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, 1953.)
During the winter grazing season of
1951-52 a study was made to determine
the digestibility and metabolizable energy
of winter range forages in northwestern
Utah for sheep. Desert range plants
studied during this period were big
sagebrush, black sage, shadscale, Nuttall
saltbush,
winterfat,
squirreltail
grass,
giant wild-rye, and sand dropseed.
Metabolizable energy was found to be a
more accurate index than total digestible
nutrients, digestible organic matter, or
digestible energy for measuring the energy
value of browse species on desert range.
This was due to the wastage of energy
through urine which is taken into account
only in metabolizable energy determinations.

ENERGY

It was found that winter diets high in
grass usually supply adequate energy,
but are considered extremely deficient in
protein and phosphorous. Diets high in
browse generally supply higher quantities
of protein and phosphorous, but are
considered comparatively low in energysupplying qualities. Digestible protein,
even in the browse species, was somewhat
lower than the recommended allowance
but was decidedly higher than in grasses.
The results of this study indicate that a
diet composed of a mixture of both grass
and browse more nearly meets the requirements of a grazing animal than a diet
composed predominantly of either forage
class alone. However, from these results, a
supplement supplying protein, energy,
and phosphorous generally is required to
meet the standards suggested by the
National Research Council.
BILLIE E. DAHL

Some Notes and Quotes on Range

Education

E. J. DYKSTERHUIS
Regional

Range Conservationist,

U. S. Soil Conservation

vv

HEN
the Editorial
Board requested an article on range education it was necessary to profess great and
enduring interest in the subject, but
also to admit no knowledge of proven
Formulae for giving or receiving range
education.
When one has lived and
worked for years with hundreds of the
products of formal range education, interest in the subject is inescapable.
There is interest in the success of
each graduate as employed and then,
later, there are tantalizing unanswered
questions in trying to relate various degrees of success and failure on the job, to
kinds of education, experience, and personality. Answers to the questions thus
raised would virtually
eliminate
perplexities in getting the right men to take
range curricula in college, and in getting
the right men from each graduating
class for each kind of job, and in getting
the job done.
Psychical and physical examinations
have not yet been devised that would
permit even moderate accuracy in predicting eventual on-the-job
success of
a class receiving degrees in range management. As recently as December 1952,
The Journal of Applied Psychology reported that tests might show high validity
in prediction of capacity to learn a job,
but relatively little validity in predicting how well an employee would perform
on the job after training was accomplished.
The seeking of solutions to problems
such as these is probably explanation
enough for someone outside a college or
university having extracted from divers
sources over many years certain pas295

Service,

Lincoln,

Nebraska

sages on education that seemed especially
enlightening, as well as appropriate from
a rangeman’s viewpoint.
This article
provides an opportunity to share some
of the best of these extracts with you,
as well as to record some notes relating
to range education.
Thomas Henry Huxley, great English
biologist of the 19th century wrote: “Let
us ask ourselves, what is education?
Above all things, what is our ideal of a
thoroughly liberal education?-of
that education which, if we could begin life again,
we would give ourselves-of
that education which, if we could mould the fates
to our own will, we would give our children. Well, I know not what may be your
conception upon this matter, but I will
tell you mine, and I hope I shall find that
our views are not very discrepant.
“Suppose it were perfectly certain that
the life and fortune of every one of us
would, one day or other, depend upon
his winning or losing a game of chess.
Don’t you think that we should all consider it to be a primary duty to learn at
least the names and the moves of the
pieces; to have a notion of a gambit, and
a keen eye for all the means of giving and
getting out of check? . . . it is a very
plain and elementary truth, that the
life, the fortune, and the happiness of
every one of us, and, more or less, of
those who are connected with us, do
depend upon our knowing something of
the rules of a game infinitely more difficult and complicated than chess. It is
a game which has been played for untold
ages, every man and woman of us being
one of the two players in a game of his
or her own. The chess board is the world,
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the pieces are the phenomena of the universe, the rules of the game are what we
call the laws of Nature. The player on
the other side is hidden from us. We
know that his play is always fair, just,
and patient. But also we know, to our
cost, that he never overlooks a mistake
or makes the smallest allowance for ignorance. To the man who plays well, the
highest stakes are paid, with that sort of
overflowing generosity with which the
strong shows delight in strength. And
one who plays ill is checkmated-without haste, but without remorse.
“Well, what I mean by Education is
learning the rules of this mighty game.
In other words, education is the instruction of the intellect in the laws of Nature,
under which name I include not merely
things and their forces, but men and
their ways ; and the fashioning of the
affections and of the will into an earnest
and loving desire to move in harmony
with those laws. For me, education means
neither more nor less, than this. Anything
which professes to call itself education
must be tried by this standard . . . .
66
. . . long before we were susceptible
of any other mode of instruction, Nature
took us in hand, and every minute of
waking life brought its educational influence, shaping our actions into rough
accordance with Nature’s laws . . . . Nature’s discipline is not even a word and a
blow, and the blow first; but the blow
without the word. It is left you to find
out why your ears are boxed. . . . Those
who take honors in Nature’s university,
who learn the laws which govern men
and things and obey them, are the really
great
and
successful
men in this
world. . . .
“The object of what we commonly call
education-that
education in which man
intervenes and which I shall distinguish
as artificial education-is
to prepare . . .
to receive Nature’s education, neither

incapably nor ignorantly, nor with wilful
disobedience ; and to understand
the
preliminary symptoms of her displeasure,
without waiting for the box on the ear.
“That man, I think, has had a liberal
education, who has been so trained in
youth that his body is the ready servant
of his will, and does with ease and pleasure
all the work that, as a mechanism, it is
capable of; whose intellect is a clear, cold,
logic engine . . . whose mind is stored
with a knowledge of the great and fundamental truths of Nature and of the laws of
her operations; one who, no stunted ascetic, is full of life and fire, but whose
passions are trained to come to heel by a
vigorous will, the servant of a tender
conscience; who has learned to love all
beauty, whether of Nature or of art, to
hate all vileness, and to respect others as
himself .”
Might not the foregoing, extracted
from a philosophy on liberal education,
be adopted for range education? Consideration of the meanings and values of
range education, though this is philosophy, should probably precede consideration of the science.
In considering science to be studied in
range education it is necessary to admit
that the terms range management and
range conservation at this time both have
only the rather indefinite connotation
of wise use and an intelligent development of ranges. There is not now a science or body of facts, where much range
experience is completely and consistently
described in terms of universally applicable principles or laws. That will be necessary before there is a well defined science
of range to teach and to learn. Yet range
education has, I believe, quite generally
the objective of developing scientists,
rather than artizans, artificers, or artists.
The Bachelor of Science degree, rather
than the Bachelor of Arts degree, is
generally
conferred
upon graduation

RANGE

EDUCATION

from range schools. Such an objective is
necessary if men with range education
are to develop an organized body of
range knowledge or a science. Range
students may well ask what is entailed
in the evolution of a science and what is
the goal.
The stages in the development of a
science may be likened to the changing
interests and aptitudes of any normal
boy who might grow to maturity without
losing the curiosity of youth. Five stages
have been recognized. First the obseruational stage which is comparable to the boy
hunting bright seeds, beetles, and stones,
in unassorted collection. The second is
the classification stage in which collections
are placed in order much as knowledge
is later made orderly. The third is the
experimental
stage when new facts are
gained by experience as when the boy
explodes his first “22” cartridge with a
hammer. The fourth is the theorizing
stage when hypotheses concerning cause
and effect are formulated and then tested
to form theories. Finally there is the
fifth or mathematical
stage when operation of the applicable laws of Nature can
be expressed with mathematical
exactness.
A worthy goal for any scientist as well
as for science was recently tersely stated
by E. C. Stackman who said, “. . . to
help substitute facts for fancies; principles for prejudices; education for propaganda; statesmanship for partisian politics ; broad humanitarianism for tribalism ;
the Golden Rule for the law of the
jungle. This should be the ultimate goal
of science.”
Throughout formal education, range
students need occasionally to be reminded
or forewarned that college scholastic ratings do not rank men according to professional ability. Grades reflect principally ability to acquire facts. Acquisition
of facts must come first! These may be
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acquired most efficiently by study and
instruction. To those who would deprecate “book learning” I would say “only
a fool has to learn everything by first
hand experience.” But, success as ordinarily measured by college standards is
no assurance of success in the profession.
While in school, it is difficult for the
range student to picture himself in the
position of the educator. But educator he
certainly must become; whether as a
professor, a researcher, a manager of
federal range, or a private or public purveyor of technical assistance to ranchers.
How differently he would listen, read, and
observe while a student, if he realized
that his future success depended fully
as much upon being able to intelligibly
express and convince others of range facts
learned, as upon himself learning facts!
On the job you will see the good worker
obtaining results by what appear to be
roundabout methods not recorded in
textbooks. The most refined and accurate
technical procedure may fail to produce
results because application depends upon
many people, who must not only want to
attain a certain result but must also
appreciate or understand the steps to be
taken. The zeal with which you work and
the ideals toward which you work may
carry more weight with your employer
than your scientific knowledge and the
techniques or methods by which you
work. Most range curricula provide for
study of climates, soils, vegetation, and
livestock. There is a fifth subject that
will be inextricably
woven into all of
your thoughts on these subjects after
graduation. That subject is people. Perhaps “men and their ways” should become an object of formal as well as informal study by range men.
Although the highest of level of human
reaction is intellectual, the student will
encounter
somewhat less of it after
graduation and more of emotional reac-
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tion. In fact his efforts will often meet
with the third and most challenging type
of human reaction,
namely, habitual.
Thus, “fact” knowledge necessary for
scholastic standing and despite its obvious value, may have less immediate
utility than expected in attaining success as a practicing professional. The
ability to move other people to approwill assume surprising
priate action
significance even though it be in application of range facts quite elementary compared to complexities mastered while in
school. Hence, results usually are more
closely related to plain and sustained industry than to brilliant strokes in application of science, all of which may be
mildly or disastrously frustrating,
depending upon training and personality
of the graduate.
Such frustrations occur in the lives of
any of us. Unfortunately,
we may rationalize the difficulty as lack of appreciation, by our employer or organiza-

RANGE
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tion, of our specialized training and uncommon talents. On such occasions, and
now, whether student or employee, it is
well to remember the astute observation
of Bourke Cockran, who wrote, “There
is but one straight road to success, and
that is merit. The man who is successful
is the man who is useful. Capacity never
lacks opportunity. It can not remain undiscovered, because it is sought by too
many anxious to use it.”
Finally,
our personal education,
as
envisaged by Huxley, should never end.
The purposes of education were summarized by George Tomlinson, completely
and simply, as threefold: “. . . to develop
competence, curiosity, and conscience.” The
range graduate will find that increasing
experience and maturity favors development of competence, but may, and often
does, benumb curiosity and conscience.
The continued development of the last
two will “take some doing.”

IDENTIFICATION

CONTEST

At the Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Society of Range Management
in Omaha,
Nebraska, January 26 to 29, 1954, a range plant identification
contest will be conducted similar
to the contests at each of the past three meetings.
Competition
is becoming tougher; the school producing the winning team this year will have
to be on its toes.-H.
W. Cooper, Chairman, Contest and Display Committee.
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S

OME sites on mixed prairies near
Hays, Kansas are dominated by
short grasses while others may be controlled by mid or tall grasses depending
upon some combination of variations in
topography, soil type, soil moisture, and
degree of utilization. However, short,
mid and tall grasses often form an upper
and lower story on the same site.
The purpose of this investigation was
to determine the effect of different grazing intensities during past years on cover,
composition and yield of vegetation on
three sites. These sites were all on shallow
soils and have been designated as ridgeline, hillside and rocky break, according
to their topographical
location. This
basic information may be. helpful in
classifying range condition in this part
of the mixed prairie.
METHODS OF STUDY
Three pastures were selected for study.
Since all study areas were less than onehalf mile apart and on similar soils and
topography, the environmental factors,
with the exception of grazing pressure,
were assumed to be equal. The history of
grazing intensities for each pasture was
well known for many years. One pasture
had been stocked very heavily, one
moderately and the third had never been
more than lightly used since the days of
the buffalo. Three sites were selected. in
each pasture which differed in their
topographical
location (ridgeline, hillside and break) but were similar in slope,
soil and parent material. The soil, which
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is dark gray, immature, granular and
porous, differs in depth and stoniness.
The soil on the hillside was a few inches
to two feet deep and contained many
fragments of limestone. The ridgeline
soil was slightly deeper and somewhat
less rocky but those of the breaks consisted mainly of rock fragments with a
thin filler of partially-formed soil. The
underlying
limestone,
however,
contained many large fissures and crevices
filled with clay which were occupied by
numerous roots (Albertson 1937).
The vegetation on all three pastures
was sampled in 100 square-foot plots on
each site which were distributed along
lines marked out in such a manner that
they crossed the site many times and in
all directions. Basal area was estimated
at a height of 1.5 inches above the soil.
Species composition was also determined
by estimating the percentage of the total
vegetation represented by each species.
The apparatus and method of sampling
have been described in detail by Voigt
and Weaver (1951).
Seasonal yields of forage were computed
for the nongrazed and heavily grazed
pastures. These were secured at the end
of the growing season by removing the
vegetation one inch above the soil from 30
randomly located meter-square quadrats.
The forage thus removed was air-dried,
weighed, and converted to pounds per
acre.
Mulch was collected from square meter
quadrats randomly placed in each of the
three pastures. The mulch was assumed

to be all the plant material, besides the
current seasonal yield, on top of the
mineral soil.
The vigor maintained by the individual
plants in a pasture is very important
not only from the standpoint of forage
production but also in their ability to
withstand climatic and biotic hardships.
It was apparent from casual observation
that the plants showed a marked difference in stature in relation to the in-

tensity of use. In addition to observations
numerous measurements of individual
plants were made at random to obtain
quantitative data on these differences.
The number of stems produced by various plants was determined by making
stem counts along the hillsides of each
pasture on the inside of a sampling ring
four inches in diameter. The ring was
randomly placed on 50 plants of each
of the five dominants.
CoMPosITIoN AND COVER
The drought of 1933 to 1940 brought
about tremendous changes in the vegeta-

tion which are apparent even after eleven
years of god. rainfall (Albertson, et al.,
1953). General appearance of the vegetation in the fall of 1951 resembled that
found before the drought but the composition va.s quite different. Tall grasses,
especially big bluestem (Anrlropogon gerardi), had taken over large areas formerly occupied by mid grasses [little
scoparius) and
bluestem (Andropogon
side-oats grama (Bout~lozca cwtipenduh)]

and short grasses (Fig. 1). Big bluestem
had become the most abundant grass on
both hillsides and ridgelines where the
soil was shalloxl- and rocky. Little bluestem had maintained its dominance on
the rocky breaks. Recovery of the preferred bluestems had been hampered in
various degrees depending upon the intensity of livestock use.
Ungrazed Prairie
This relict area w&s dominated by tall
grasses which furnished 66.1 percent of
the vegetation on the ridgeline, 63.0
percent on the hillside, but only 3.7 per-
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I

AMd.
crazed

Tall grasses

66.1

Big bluestem
Indian grass.
Switch grass.
Mid grasses......
Little bluestem.
Side-oats ~.~amit
Hairy dropseed
Western wheatgrass...
Three-awn grasses......
Sand dropseed.
Short grxsses

Blue grama

composition.

VI

cover.

68.1
7.1
60.2
0.1
_

8.6

17.6
1.4
~
2.0

0.1
100.0

100.0

-

./14.4

0.7
_
_

1.7
I(1.1
13.5
2.7
2.9

4.3
4.2

.,

Hairy grama........
Buffalo grass....
Total
-.

_

29.6

..,

63.0
60.3
2.4
0.3
36.7
26.6
9.4

12.8
12.8

64.2
1.0
_

26.4

14.8
14.8
_
65.9
9.2
56.1
0.1
_
0.5
19.3
10.4
7.9
1.C

lcQ.(
-

LO0.C
-

34.E

0.4
62.3
2.6
48.9
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.2

39.9
2.9

96.3
81.6
14.7
~

j

~
-

_
_

Big bluestem
portant

small,

rocky

4.2

was by far the most im-

tall grass due to its rapid ppread

/

9.0

4.2

8.0

-

loo.0

1oo.c

33.1

following

“”

III
I

the great drought

4.1
~___

(Fig.

-

1loo.0

100.0

1 8.4
.‘

cent on the comparatively
break sites (Table 1).

!

((

..:

2). It

alone composed 64.2, 60.3 and 3.7 percent of the vegetation on the sites in the
order mentioned
above.
Indian
grass
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(Sorghastrum nutans) occurred in small
amounts on the ridgeline and hillside
and switch grass (Panicum virgatum) was
found infrequently on the hillside.
Next in importance were the mid
grasses which made up 29.6, 36.7 and
96.3 percent of the cover on the ridgeline,
hillside and rocky break sites, respectively. Most of this cover was composed
of two dominants, little bluestem and
side-oats grama. On the more xeric ridgeline side-oats grama occurred in small,
pure stands and was found more frequently than little bluestem (17.6 and 8.6
percent, respectively), but on the hillside little bluestem was nearly three times
as plentiful. The rocky break habitat is
a favorite one for little bluestem and here
it comprised 81.6 percent while side-oats
grama, the only other mid grass found
made up 14.7 percent of the vegetative
cover. Scattered plants of the three-awn
grasses (Aristida purpurea and A. longiseta) and hairy dropseed (Sporobolus
pilosus) were found on the ridgeline.
The short grasses formed a minor part
of the vegetation on this ungrazed prairie.
They were not present on the rocky
breaks and composed only 0.3 percent
on the hillside and 4.2 percent on the
ridge. Blue grama (BouteZoua gracilis)
with one exception, was the only one
found. Buff alo grass (Buchloe dactyloides)
made up a meager 0.1 percent of the
vegetation on the ridges.
Moderately Grazed Pasture
Under moderate use the tall grasses
were largely replaced by mid and short
grasses and furnished only 12.8 percent
of the vegetation on the ridgeline, 14.8
percent on the hillside but were absent
entirely on the rocky breaks (Table 1).
Big bluestem was the only one found in
sufficient abundance to be recorded in the
sampling.
The major portion of the vegetation on
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this moderately grazed range was furnished by mid grasses, the most important of which were side-oats grama and
little bluestem. On the ridgeline and hillside sites side-oats grama made up more
than half the cover (59.2 and 56.1 percent, respectively). Little bluestem was
much less abundant on these two sites
but comprised 67.1 percent of the vegetation on the rocky breaks. There were a
few scattered plants of hairy dropseed
and the three-awn grasses.
Under the influence of moderate grazing short grasses became a rather important part of the vegetation. The three
short grasses, blue grama, hairy grama
(Bouteloua hirsuta) and buffalo grass,
together furnished 19.1 percent of the
cover on the ridgeline, 19.3 percent on
the hillside but only 4.2 percent on the
rocky breaks. Blue grama was the most
plentiful of the three on the ridgeline
and hillside followed in order of abundance by hairy grama and buffalo grass.
Hairy grama was the only short grass
that grew on the rocky breaks.
Heavily Grazed Pasture
Under heavy utilization tall grasses
had practically disappeared and furnished only 1.4, 7.8 and 1.O percent of
the cover on the ridgeline, hillside and
rocky break sites, respectively (Table
1). Big bluestem again formed the bulk
of the tall grass population but occurred
only as small, scattered plants about 2
inches in diameter. Isolated and dwarfed
plants of Indian grass and switch grass
were occasionally found.
Even the relative amount of mid grasses
decreased as the grazing pressure became
heavier. They furnished about one-fourth
(25.2 percent) of the vegetation on the
ridgeline, one-half (52.3 percent) on the
hillside but nearly all of it (90 percent)
on the breaks. Side-oats grama was more
abundant than little bluestem on all
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sites in this heavily utilized range. Over
much of the area side-oats grama occurred in pure stands 6 to 10 feet in
diameter but in other areas it was rather
sparse with an understory of short
grasses. Degenerate clumps of little bluestem were thinly scattered throughout the
pasture except on the rocky breaks where
they still furnished one-half the cover.
Other mid grasses of minor importance
found here were hairy dropseed, western
wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii), sand
dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) and
the three-awn grasses.
The decrease in the relative amounts
of tall and mid grasses under heavy
utilization was accompanied by a proportionate increase in the short grasses. On
the ridgeline 73.4 percent of the basal
cover was furnished by the three short
grasses, blue grama (23.7), hairy grama
(17.3) and buff alo grass (32.4). The more
mesic hillside was still dominated (over
60 percent) by tall and mid grasses with
only 39.9 percent short grass. A small
amount of hairy grama was the only
short grass found on the rocky breaks.
Basal Cover
Total basal .cover of the vegetation
increased with an increase in grazing
pressure on all sites except the rocky
break (Table 1). On the ridgeline it was
14.4, 26.4 and 34.5 percent on the non-,
moderately and heavily grazed areas,
respectively. In the same sequence on
the hillside it was 14.0, 33.0 and 44.8
percent. On the rocky breaks cover decreased with moderate use but increased
again under more pressure. The increase
in the amount of short grass under
greater grazing pressures on all three
sites accounted for the general increase
in basal cover.

a little more than one-half ton was harvested from the heavily grazed location
(Table 2). Not only do these yields reflect
the difference in species composition in
the pastures but they also indicate variations in the vigor of the grasses.
TABLE 2
Forage yield and amount of mulch on the ground
in pounds per acre in the fall of 1951

Yield
Mulch

...........
..........

The amount of mulch blanketing the
soil surface is often used as an indicator
of range condition and past usage. Its
value in protecting the soil from erosive
action of raindrops and the loss of water
by evaporation is well known. Too much
mulch in an area can, however, reduce the
forage yield (Weaver and Tomanek
1951). The nongrazed area was protected
by nearly seven times as much mulch as
the heavily grazed location (Table 2).
The presence of too much old vegetation seemed to limit the production of
flower stalks. Many areas, especially in
pure stands of big bluestem where the
mulch was heavy, did not produce flower
stalks while nearby pure stands of the
same species without as much mulch were
prolific (Fig. 3).
HEIGHTAND

NUMBEROF

STEMS

There was a noticeable variation in
the height of certain species of grass
found in all three pastures. With but
one exception the five species studied attained a greater height under increased
protection. It was particularly apparent
among the tall grasses where, for example,
switch grass in the non-grazed pasture
YIELDS AND MULCH
averaged nearly twice the stature of the
Slightlyover a ton of foragewas pro- same species in the heavily grazed locaduced on the nongrazed pasturebut only tion (Table 3).
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The

number

of stems

counted

per unit

area was also greater in the pasture that
had not been grazed. They became less

TABLE

3

Average heighl in inches ojj%trer stalks oj the
principal grasses jound under differentintensitiesof grazing nt Ike end of the growing
Season

Big bluestem.
Little blue&em
Side-oats grema.
Indian grass.
Saitch grass..

42.3
27.2
23.3
-

54.2
30.1
32.7
55.5

., 63.1
TABLE

Averagenumberojsfem

-

39.2
26.0
28.2
45.0
29.8

4

ofthe

principal grasses
found in a circle4 inches in diameter

‘1
Big bluestem..
Little bluestom....
Side-oats grams....
Indian grass.
Switch grass..

6.0
50.0
17.6

6.2
7.0

4.6
32.3
9.2
_
_

3.3
19.9
8.7
3.6
2.7

as the intensity of grazing increased. In all five species studied at
least twice as many stems per unit area

abundant

were counted under protection as were
found in plants most heavily used (Table
4).

Range condition has been classified by
different criteria. Density, percentage
composition, yields, degree of erosion,
plant vigor and litter are the ones used
most frequently (Costello and Turner,
1944; Humphrey, 1949; Gilbert, 1948;
Chohlis and Tinsman, 1948; Pickford
and Reid, 1942; Beetle, 1950; Ellison, et
al.. 1951)_.
in their study of the true prairie,
Weaver and Hansen (1941) listed the
plants that decreased, increased and invaded in response to grazing. A similar
ecological classification of species was
used by Dyksterhuis (1949) to provide
a quantitative system of range classification. His system of range condition
classification has been widely applied but
many more basic studies are needed to

EFFECTSOF GRAZINGINTENSITIES
supply detailed information on the reaction of forage plants on various locations
to different intensities of livestock use.
Table 1 reveals how the principal
grasses responded to grazing on different
sites. However, more data on many
separate areas need to be secured before
a classification can be safely advanced.
Big bluestem and little bluestem both
decreased in abundance on all sites with
an increase in utilization whereas all
three short grasses increased in importance. In fact, buffalo grass occurred in
such small amounts in the climax on
these sites that it could almost be classed
as an invader. The cover in the heavily
grazed area had not been sufficiently disturbed to allow invasion of exotic plants.
Side-oats grama reacted like both a decreaser and an increaser. On the hillsides and ridges it became more abundant
with moderate use but as the pressure
became greater it decreased. On the
rocky breaks, however, it increased
steadily with greater utilization. These
grasses are the key species. for use in
determining the effects of grazing upon
these sites in native pastures of this
area.
Excessive utilization of range plants
has a tendency to reduce their vigor.
Vigor has long been one of those immeasurable criteria used in judging range
condition and trend. Many things indicate variations in vigor. The differences
in the vigor of plants under the three
intensities of grazing are rather clearly
shown by a comparison of yields, growth
in height and the number of stems or
tillers produced per unit area. The
greater growth and more numerous stems
of plants under nongrazing is reflected
by the good yield in that pasture.
SUMMARY
Three pastures were studied near
Hays, Kansas to determine the effects of
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different grazing intensities upon the
vegetation. Three sites which are common in this area were studied in nongrazed, moderately grazed and heavily
grazed locations. All three sites had
shallow immature soils. The rocky breaks
were comprised of mostly rock fragments
with only a thin filler of soil and even
the soils on the hillside were very shallow
and contained many small fragments of
rock. The soils of the ridgeline were
somewhat deeper and less rocky.
The differences in basal ground cover
and species composition were determined
by sampling the vegetation with numerous square-foot quadrats. Tall grasses,
especially big bluestem, were dominant
on the ridgeline and hillside sites in the
nongrazed pasture. Mid grasses were
most prevalent on these two sites in the
moderately grazed areas while the bulk
of the vegetation on the heavily grazed
pasture was made up of short grasses. The
rocky break sites were dominated by the
two common mid grasses, little bluestem
and side-oats grama. However, the proportionate amount of little bluestem decreased and that of side-oats grama increased with greater grazing pressures.
The basal ground cover of the vegetation was found to be greatest on the
heavily grazed pasture and least on the
nongrazed area. The greater amount of
short grass found at the former location
probably accounts for this variation.
The nongrazed pasture produced 2,296
pounds of forage per acre as compared to
1,323 pounds for the heavily grazed location.
Over three tons of mulch per acre were
collected from the relict area as compared
to one and one-half tons on the one
moderately used, and less than one-half
ton on the heavily grazed location.
Variations in vigor of the plants subjected to different intensities of use were
readily shown by differences in height
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and number of stems per unit area. The
plants from the area which had been
heavily used in past years were much
shorter and had only about one-half as
many stems per unit area as did those of
the ungrazed pasture.
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IELDS of knowledge that the modern
range operator may draw on are
many and varied. Economic conditions
change with great rapidity and require
new decisions based upon economic pressures alone. Drouth, forage damaging
insects, livestock diseases, and other
disasters all have a way of striking unexpectedly and at inopportune times.
Rangelands, over the long pull, have
multiple uses and values but for the
current operator their value is largely
limited to what they will produce in
livestock products. Accordingly, the well
being and efficiency of dependent livestock is uppermost in the operator’s
thinking and in his immediate planning.
However, most range operators realize
that in the long run to be permanently
successful the operation must be carried
on within the sustained-yield capabilities
of the range resource.
Education should provide the background upon which the future range
manager may draw in order that his
decisions will lead to both economic success and the perpetuation of the forage
potential and basic soil resource.
This is an age of specialization. The
study of livestock diseases, their diagnosis and treatment, make up a full
five-year college course of study. Animal
husbandry, the biologic sciences, agricultural economics, forestry and other
lines of study contribute to the science
of range management but are specialized
fields apart from it.
Prospective students, and our educational institutions, must decide whether
specialized training in a limited field or

Colorado

a more general type of training will
produce the better equipped range manager. Without
some appreciation
of
economic values the most brilliant systematic botanist cannot possibly qualify
as a range manager any more than can
the physicist or the economist who knows
nothing of the behavior of grazing animals.
For the exceptional student highly
specialized training has and will produce
the kind of men qualified to carry on
badly needed research. It may also fill
a limited need for technical specialists
to serve governmental land management
agencies and a few large landowners.
However, the crying need is for better
trained range managers for the more usual
and typical range operation.
Such a manager must be qualified to
evaluate the soil and forage resource;
must be able to determine its potential,
and to recognize trends either in improvement or retrogression. He should
know the rudiments of animal husbandry
including nutritional requirements, breed
characteristics, and animal care. Above
all he must know values. Many practices
in the handling and treatment of lands
and of livestock have proved beneficial
under certain conditions. The manager
should be able, for each situation and
set of conditions, to work out the combination of practices that will produce the
most desirable results ecologically and
economically.
Education has the responsibility for
developing the needed background and
for inculcating the basis for sound judgment and evaluation on the part of the
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graduate. Undergraduate students majoring in animal husbandry need more
training in soils, botany, and economics.
Range management majors need more
training in animal responses and applied
economics.
In addition to the needs for formal
education of our future range managers
there is a growing fund of new knowledge
and understanding which operators and

HALOGETON
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land managers should be applying in
their current operation.
The lag between the time of discovery
by research and the time when the findings are put to general use can and should
be materially shortened. A reexamination of extension methods and an intensification of adult education beamed
at range managers and operators would
be a fruitful field of endeavor.

RANGE

(Abstract of thesis submitted in partial
fulfillment for an N.S. degree, Range
Management Department, Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, 1965 .)
A study dealing with the management
of halogeton-infested
ranges and the
effects of prolonged halogeton consumption on range animals was conducted on
typical winter sheep range during the
winter grazing season of 1951-1952, in
northwestern Utah.
This study indicated that halogeton
was not normally palatable to sheep and
that sheep did not eat it for the water or
salt content. Hungry animals were more
susceptible to halogeton poisoning than
animals receiving adequate forage because
(1) they were more apt to eat the plant

MANAGEMENT

and (2) it required less of the plant to
cause death.
It was determined by force-feeding
experiments that 18 ounces of halogeton
(8.2 percent soluble oxalates) would be
fatal to a mature ewe with a normal fill of
forage, but that 12 ounces would be fatal
after a 36-hour fast. Sheep grazing under
proper management would not eat these
amounts.
When calcium was fed with the
halogeton the sheep could tolerate almost
twice as much halogeton as they could
of
high-calcium
Feeding
otherwise.
supplements before trailing could be
expected to give some protection against
losses on the trail.
VIRGIL L. HART

Effects

of Clipping

on Some Range Shrubs
.

GEORGE
Range Conservationist

A.GARRISON

(Research), Pacijk Northwest Forest and Range Experiment
U. S. Forest Service, Portland, Oregon

the primary objectives in big
.O NEgameof management
is to keep game
numbers in balance with the forage supply. If an area is supporting less game
than the available feed will permit, game
managers have a chance to meet demands
for game abundance. If the animals are
too numerous for the forage supply, a
planned reduction of herd size is needed
to prevent wasteful reduction in numbers
by starvation and disease and, in the
long run, serious damage or destruction
of the game habitat.
Balancing game animals with their food
supply has been difficult, however, because little is known about the amount of
grazing that important forage plants can
withstand, yet maintain themselves in a
healthy, productive condition. Signs of
a depleted shrub or browse supply for
big game are obvious, but indications of
use levels that permit sustained production are not known for many important
shrubs.
This article presents the results of
clipping studies in eastern Oregon and
Washington seeking information on the resistance of five commonly browsed shrubs
to various intensities of twig removal.
Use of this knowledge in connection with
utilization checks should help range administrators and grazing managers keep
informed on the status of the game-forage
SUPPlY.
Of the numerous woody species browsed
by big game and range livestock, results
of clipping experiments have only been
reported for a relatively few species.
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Utilization studies and clipping projects
on the Kaibab National Forest (Julander,
1937) have provided information on some
effects of twig removal and on the desirable level of use for quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides) and Stansbury cliffrose (Cowania stansburiana). A study in
northern Idaho (Young
and Payne,
1948) provided similar information for
redstem
ceanothus
(Ceanothus
sanguineus) , Saskatoon serviceberry (AmeZanchier alnifolia), Utah honeysuckle (Lonicera utahensis), and rose (Rosa spp.).
In these two studies, growth or production was determined by measuring twig
length prior to each annual clipping.
Effects of clipping on white cedar (Thuja
occidentalis) and nine hardwoods of the
Lake States have also been reported
(Aldous, 1952). Trends in production
(green weight) and sum of harvested
twig lengths were the primary observations reported for mountain maple (Acer
spicatum), white birch (Betula alba var.
papyrifera),
beaked hazelnut (Corylus
cornuta), mountain ash (Sorbus americanus), redosier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera), willow (Salix spp.), black ash
(Fraxinus nigra), red-berried elder (Sambucus racemosa), and pin cherry (Prunus
pennsylvanica) .
The present study was started in 1945
by the U. S. Forest Service. The objective
was to determine the optimum intensity
of clipping for five important shrubs :
antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata),
snowbrush ceanothus (Ceanothus velutinus), rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysotham-
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nus nauseosus), creambush rockspirea
(Holodiscus discolor), and curlleaf mountainmahogany (Cercocarpus Zedifolius).
METHODS

.

OF STUDY

One-quarter acre game-proof exclosures, each containing one of the five
species to be studied, were established
on the Fremont, Malheur, and Whitman
National Forests in Oregon, and the
Snoqualmie National Forest in Washington. Each shrub species was studied in
from two to five different locations. For
all species except curlleaf mountainmahogany, 15 shrubs were selected per
exclosure and three plants assigned to
each of five treatments, including four
intensities of clipping current twig growth,
and an unclipped group. Clipping treatments consisted of 25 percent harvest
(lightly clipped),
50 percent harvest
(moderately clipped), 75 percent harvest
(heavily clipped), and 100 percent harvest
(completely clipped). The assigned intensity of annual harvest for any plant
was applied to every’twig except for the
25 percent harvest. This treatment was
performed by clipping 50 percent from
only every other twig. Selected shrubs in
each exclosure were clipped for at least
four successive years; however, those in
some exclosures were harvested five times
and certain individual plants were clipped
seven times.
Curlleaf mountainmahogany,
because
of its tendency to become treelike, received somewhat different treatments
from the other four shrub species. Ordinarily, only twig growth up to about
54 inches from the ground is considered
available for deer use, so twig clipping
was confined here. All three types of
harvest consisted of complete twig removal in this “pruning zone”, but differed as to frequency of clipping. Three
plants were clipped in the first and fourth
years of the study; three in the first,

second, and fourth years; and three in
all four years. A fourth group was left
unclipped.
Every species studied was clipped
either in the fall, mid-, or late-winter,
and the season of harvest assigned each
exclosure was used throughout the study.
Thus, interference with carbohydrate
storage was minimized. Dates of clipping coincided with the time that adjoining ranges were ordinarily used by
deer or elk.
Individual
plant measurements included air-dry weights of twigs harvested
and average twig length computed from
a sample of 40 to 100 twigs per shrub
which were measured prior to clipping.
Notes were made of flowering vigor,
general condition, and growth habit.
Photographs were made of typical plants
in each clipping intensity group. Total
yields for shrubs subjected to less than
100 percent clipping were calculated by
use of coefficients developed for each
species and clipping intensity. The coefficients also took into account differences in weight among various portions
of the twigs, due to such things as twig
taper. To compute total yield of, for
example, a moderately
(50 percent)
clipped plant of rabbitbrush, the weight
of the harvested material was multiplied
by the coefficient 2.36. Yield data for
three intensities of clipping were of this
nature, except for the fifth observation
on snowbrush ceanothus plots. Yields in
this instance were obtained by 100 percent harvests for all treatment classes;
consequently, no adjustments of twig
weights were necessary.
Despite an attempt to select shrubs
in each exclosure for uniformity of size
and condition, there was considerable
variation in initial harvest weight in
some exclosures. Consequently, in the
statistical analysis of the weight data,
covariance methods (Pechanec, 1941, and
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Snedecor, 1946) were used. This procedure
was valuable in adjusting final mean
yields for variability of initial mean
yields. The method is valid except where
initial variability of plants is so great
that their growth and response to clipping is dissimilar. Situations of this
nature can be exposed by tests of homogeneity of regression coefficients and of
variances (Snedecor, 1946).

as reported in a previous article (Garrison, 1952). Results presented here are
from exclosures that escaped damage, or
were least affected by these attacks.
Antelope Bitterbrush
In two exclosures, bitterbrush twig
yields at the fourth and fifth annual
harvests were greater under the moderate
intensity of clipping than any other intensity; in the third exclosure, heavily
clipped plants gave the greatest yield
(Table 1).
Moderate clipping in all bitterbrush
exclosures induced development of twig

RESULTS

The general procedure of using clipping treatments and harvested twig
weights to study the resistance of shrubs
TABLE
Adjusted

mean twig yields (air-dry

BITTERBRUSH

PERCENT

THUS

___

l

I

I

3

l

24
33
52
47

646
486
284
292

Grams

25
50
75
100
Number

15
48
I3
21

of harvests.

.

--Probability

level,

percent*.

45
75
58
52

CEANO

EXCLOSURE

--

__

2

intensities

SNOWBRUSH

EXCLOSURE

INTENSITY,

1

weight) under di$erent
jijth harvest

ANTELOPE
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of clipping

RUBBER
BRUSH

RABBITEXCLOSURE

__-_
I 2

at fourth or

CREAYBUSH
SPIREA

ROCK-

EXCLOSURE

1

2
Grams

Grams

422
434
194
322

57
64
91
43

128
176
239
200

30
156
173
166

98
167
129
234

~5~T~--1_~~~4--4~---F
~~
--~~____
.
1 / 50 1 30 /
1 /
5 / 20

1 30

1 40

1 30

_-

* Probability
level of one percent signifies the odds are 99: 1 that differences in yields were due
to clipping intensities rather than chance. Odds are 19:l for five percent level, 4:l for 20 percent, 1:l for 50 percent.

under various degrees of twig removal
was found to be workable and soundly
conceived. Nature of twig growth and
presence of dead material were useful
indicators of a plant’s ability to sustain
production at each intensity of clipping.
Photographs were a useful aid in recording some qualitative results, for it was
sometimes difficult to adequately describe growth characteristics.
Not all exclosures were carried through
to a satisfactory completion because insects or rodents damaged some shrubs,

and crown characteristics intermediate
to those of lightly and completely clipped
plants. Plants moderately clipped made
some height growth, and they were stimulated to produce twigs from lateral
buds remaining on the clipped twigs.
The abundance of twigs formed full,
productive-looking crowns. Twig growth
tended to be arranged in broom-like
masses, but not conspicuously so because
of their close spacing.
Main stems of unclipped and lightly
clipped plants had grown taller by the

end of the study, but supported relatively
few and short tvigs (Table 2). Most of
their leaves were borne on tiny spurs
which studded the long, ascending stems
and branches. Thus, unclipped and lightly
clipped plants produced open, graceful
crowns (Fig. l), but generally the least
amount of forage.

clipping intensities consisted of definite
broom-like clusters of twigs (Fig. 2Left). These brooms were quite prominent
because of their wide spacing and knot
or fist of dead stubs, visible in the heart
of each t&g chster. Amount of dead
material gradnally increased in the crowns
of these heavily and completely clipped

Inch

Number

II
25
50

1.6
1.7
1.7

2.6
3.4
3.6

75
100

1.6
2.2

I 4.5
j 4.2

of hnrvest,s

(5

14

I4

In the first two bitterbrush enclosures,
heavy and complete clipping practically
prevented height growth. By the fourth
harvest, crmvns of plants under these

3.5
4.2
3.5

”

2.5
2.4
3.4

15

Inchar

lncher

Inches

1.7
2.1
2.1

, 7.2

10.8
10.0
11.7

5.4
8.2

(5

14

6.3
5.6
7.0

/4

4.7
5.2
5.6

14

plants, and after the fourth harvest it
commonly amounted to 10 to 20 percent
of heavily clipped plant crorns and 20
to 50 percent of the crowns of completely
clipped plants. Mortality in upper portions of completely clipped plants vas
accompanied by production of several
long twigs on the basal portions of stems.
Vigor of these plants continued to decline; yet, by the seventh harvest only
one plant had died.
Site of the third exclosure was more
favorable to bitterbrush than the other
two locations. Here, heavy and complete
clipping did not produce such acute indications of degeneration as occurred in
the other tvo exclosures. On the contrary,
plants in these groups produced such an
abundance of long twigs that they had a
pin cushion appearance (Fig. 2-Right).
Although there were no gains in height,
there wae no dead material in crowns of
heavily clipped plants and under complete clipping the dead material amounted
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to no more than 10 percent of each shrub
croxr-n after the fourth harvest.

Snowbrush
Lightly

Ceanothus

and moderately

clipped snom-

brush at the fifth annual harvest had
higher twig yields than any other group

(Table

1). Twig

yields of the lightly and

moderately clipped groups did not differ
significantly from each other. Both groups
of plants had an abundance of foliage,
and neither contained any dead branches.
In height and general appearance, however, plants under these two types of
clipping
did differ from each other.
Lightly clipped plants mere taller at the
end of four years, and their cro~vns more
open near the ground than the moderately
clipped plants.
Unclipped
plants

became

the

and

sparse

amount

bore

a

rather

tallest
of
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foliage at the ends of their long, erect
stems. Outer portions of these stems
were usually unbranched, and the annual
growth of their tips vas short (Table
2). The sparseness of branching
and
foliage gave the unclipped
plants an
open, stemmy appearance.

Heavily and completely clipped plants
made no gains in height; instead, they
developed
branched,
scraggly
crowns.
After the fourth harvest, as murh as 20
percent of each crown of the heavily
clipped plants died. Even more dead
material was observed in the crowns of
completely clipped plants; fifty percent
of one crown had died. The seventh
annual harvest of completely
clipped
plants killed practically all the original
crown; yet, the following season these
plants managed to produce
shoots near stem bases.

a few small
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Rubber Rabbitbrush
Greatest twig yields of rubber rabbitbrush at the fourth or fifth annual harvest were obtained from heavily clipped
plants (Table 1). By the fourth harvest,
crowns of these plants were composed of
a combination of broom-like twig growth
on the ends of stems and an abundance
of long, new shoots (Table 2), produced
along the sides of old stems whose upper
ends had died back. This dieback commonly amounted to 40 percent of the
old crown after the fourth harvest, and
only twigs of average length were then
produced.
Moderately
clipped plants produced
well. Their crowns consisted of healthyappearing twig brooms and only a small
amount of dead material. Seven annual
harvests were carried out for one plant in
the moderately clipped group. Its productivity
was maintained
during the
years of the study.
Unclipped and lightly clipped plants
grew taller than plants under other clipping intensities, but they were not superior or most productive in terms of
average twig lengths and twig yields.
Completely clipped plants were among
the less productive ones at the fourth
and fifth harvests. Most of the terminal
parts of the old crown died after the
fourth clipping, and 70 to 80 percent of
current growth of completely clipped
plants was from lower portions of old
wood. Following the seventh annual harvest of this group, most of the old crown
parts died, and all twig growth originated
from root crowns or from lower portions
of old stems.
Creambush Rockspirea
Production of rockspirea (or oceanspray) was greatest for heavily clipped
plants in the first exclosure (Table 1).
In the second exclosure, the completely
clipped plants were the most productive.
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Neither group of plants formed broomlike clusters that were as dense and productive-appearing as those of other shrub
species, and after the fourth harvest some
of this terminal twig growth was dead.
Much of the new growth was in the form
of long, unbranched water sprouts or
suckers, originating at various places
along the sides of old stems and branches.
Some of the suckers attained a length of
36 inches in one season.
Current twig production of moderately
clipped plants was also a combination of
terminal twig growth and some suckering.
Thus, average twig length was generally
greatest for moderately or more heavily
clipped plants (Table 2). Moderately
clipped plants differed from the more
heavily clipped plants with respect to
vigor; there were no dead portions in the
crowns.
Lightly clipped plants had the ‘lowest
yields of the clipped rockspirea plants
at the fourth harvest. Tips of their stems
resembled unclipped plants for they had
only a little branching. There were only
a few suckers.
Curlleaf Mountainmahogany
Stature and twig harvest of this halftree, half-shrub
were greatly different
from the other shrubs studied, and these
conditions resulted in a radically different response to clipping. After the first
year’s harvest of twigs in just the 0 to
455 foot zone, very little twig growth reoccurred here. Production in the clipped
zone diminished with each additional
clipping. A rest of one or two years between harvests was of almost no benefit
in restoring production in the clipped
zone (Table 3). Response of this species
was about the same as that of a tree to
thorough pruning of lower branches, in
that the first complete twig harvest was
the greatest yield for the pruned zone
and only a few small shoots were produced
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.
thereafter from tiny unclipped spurs on
the trunk or main stems.
Some small plants of this species whose
entire crowns were within reach of big
game were later found on open range and
examined. It appeared these plants were
responding to grazing much like antelope
bitterbrush, and that perhaps a moderate
annual harvest would foster the highest
productivity.
TABLE

3

Average twig yields (air-dry weight) of curlleaf
mountainmahogany
from that portion of the
shrub between the ground and ,$yz feet in
height, 1945-1948

I

FREQUENCY OF COMPLETE HARVEST

) 1945

I

-I

I

Probability

level, percent

.I

1948

Grams

I

First and last years. . . . 215
First, second, and fourth
years...................
All four years.

I

1 1946 j 1947

I-

11

-

5
1

9

I

I

-

5

Flower Production
Although only rather subjective ratings were made of flower production, some
evidence of a general relationship between clipping intensity and flower production was found. Moderate or heavier
clipping suppressed flowering of antelope
bitterbrush, snowbrush ceanothus, and
creambush rockspirea. Flowering of rubber rabbitbrush was only suppressed by
heavy and complete clipping intensities.
Curlleaf mountainmahogany
produced
flowers only on the upper, unclipped
branches.
DISCUSSION

All species were stimulated to greater
productivity when many or all twig ends
were clipped off once a year during the
inactive growth period. In general, removal of a terminal bud resulted in the
production of two or more new twigs the

next growing season from lateral dormant
buds beneath the cut end. This phenomenon has been commonly observed
by those interested in horticulture or
plant physiology. Practical use is made
of this response when ornamental shrubs
are “headed-in” (Bailey, 1943, pp. 2,819
-2,820). In many plants the terminal
bud of a main stem or stems apparently
has an inhibiting effect upon lateral bud
development,. Release of lateral dormant
buds from this apical dominance can be
done by destroying or injuring the terminal bud. If the bark has not become too
hard or thick, dormant buds can, upon
release, produce shoots even from the
basal portions of stems. These growth
correlations are usually explained by
physiologists in terms of a hormonal
mechanism (Meyer and Anderson, 1939,
Chapter 34). The inability of highlined
mountainmahogany to produce regrowth
on the lower part of the plant probably
illustrates the inhibiting effect of terminal
leaders when they are out of reach and
ungrazed.
Spectacular as terminal twig removal
may be in stimulating shrubs to greater
twig production, the study results surely
have shown that twig harvesting can become a devitalizing process if carried on
at too great an intensity for too long a
time. Many shrubs in good condition
when subjected to high intensity of
winter grazing or clipping may not show
evidence of serious degeneration for a
few years. This capacity of certain shrubs
to withstand some abuse is important,
for unavoidable overgrazing may occur
during a year of low twig production or
before proper harvest can be obtained of
browse-eating big game.
It should also be remembered that
despite increases in twig production with
some use, cropping off twigs interferes
with flower and seed production for two
reasons. First, some shrubs produce
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flowers only on the previous season’s
twigs or older growth, as is the case with
bitterbrush and mountainmahogany, and
clipping at any season tends to reduce
numbers of potential flowers in proportion to amount of twig growth removed.
Then there is the influence of clipping on
flower and fruit production through its
effects on food relations of plant parts, a
situation probably common to all grazed
or pruned shrubs. Physiologists
and
horticulturists have long recognized that
of vegetative
growth,
the profusion
brought about by moderate to excessive
pruning, will monopolize most of the
available carbohydrates to the detriment
of flower and fruit production (Gourley
and Howlett, 1941, Chapter 3). Some
degrees of carbohydrate deficiency may
permit growth of flowers, but many of
the flowers may be sterile.
CONCLUSIONS

Growth characteristics and indications
of degeneration which showed up during
the course of the study must ,be considered along with production data, in
any attempt to interpret study results
as suggestions of grazing use levels that
can be sustained without damaging the
shrubs. In all contemplated uses of the
study results, another item to remember
is that information presented here should
only be applied to fall and winter ranges.
Understanding these things, some useful
conclusions are possible.
Antelope bitterbrush was most productive under the 75 percent clip on a site
with favorable soil moisture conditions,
yet this treatment
prevented
height
growth. It is logical to assume that a
60 to 65 percent level of use would be a
better recommendation for this shrub on
best sites. Under less favorable site conditions, 50 percent twig removal provided
best production and this level of use

probably can be suggested for the drier
bitterbrush sites.
For snowbrush ceanothus, the 25 and
50 percent twig harvests were about
equally productive; however, this species
is evergreen and a carryover of considerable numbers of leaves from summer to
summer is probably necessary to the
plant’s well-being. Perhaps 35 to 40
percent is a safe level of use.
Rubber rabbitbrush achieved highest
production under the 75 percent clip,
but not without losing much of the
original plant crown. A use level of 50
percent should allow the plant to maintain good vigor. Ordinarily, utilization
does not reach this level because of the
species’ unpalatability.
Creambush rockspirea demonstrated a
remarkable productive ability under 75
and 100 percent clipping. High production was a result of an abundance of
suckers, the growth of which must have
been an excessive drain upon food reserves. This response and the death of
some branch tips suggests that a better
use level would be 50 to 60 percent.
When curlleaf mountainmahogany gets
so tall that its terminal leaders are well
out of reach of grazing animals, it is
almost inevitable that it will become highlined to some extent with even a rather
small amount of use. A tall plant should
not be considered as being abused unless
main stems and branches are being
damaged, or size of the crown is becoming
so small that it may not have enough leaf
area to supply food for the plant. Neither
should a tall plant be considered as contributing to the forage resource except as
a source of seed. From casual observations, it can only be speculated that a
safe level of use for short plants of this
species is about 50 to 60 percent. Furthermore, it might be reasoned that use of
small plants is necessary to partially
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control their height growth and hold
them in a productive condition as long
as possible.

completely within reach of grazing animals, 50 to 60 percent.

SUMMARY

Personnel of National Forests in eastern Oregon and Washington,
of the
Oregon State Game Commission, and
Elbert H. Reid participated in the planning and early stages of the studies. The
author is grateful for their assistance and
the services of Robert S. Rummell, who
made many of the field observations on
creambush rockspirea.

This study was concerned with the
extent to which current twig growth of
some eastern Oregon and Washington
shrub species, which are valuable for
big game or livestock forage, could be
clipped annually, yet maintain a healthy,
productive condition. Twigs of antelope
bitterbrush, snowbrush ceanothus, rubber rabbitbrush,
creambush rockspirea,
and curlleaf mountainmahogany
were
harvested annually, at least four times.
Some plants were clipped seven times.
Four intensities,
one-quarter,
one-half,
three-quarters,
and all of current twig
growth were clipped during late fall or
winter.
Each species responded somewhat differently to twig removal, yet in general
clipping stimulated twig production to
the detriment of flower and fruit production. Production of some’ shrubs under
the heaviest intensities of clipping was
remarkable, but after a few years indications of decreasing vitalit,y appeared.
Results of the study suggest some
levels of use for sustained shrub production on winter ranges in Oregon and
Washington: for antelope bitterbrush on
the best sites, 60 to 65 percent, and 50
percent on poorer bitterbrush sites; for
snowbrush ceanothus, 35 to 40 percent;
for rubber rabbitbrush, 50 percent, but
it is seldom used this much; for creambush rockspirea, 50 to 60 percent; and
for curlleaf mountainmahogany
plants
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A Device for Determining
Boundaries
of Browse Plots
ROBERT

R

T.

HE determination
of browse productlon by plot methods presents a pro-

blem with which the researcher is not normally confronted
in the determination
of
herbareous
forage production.
The verti-

RHODES

in transporting.

The

entire

“bossy”

re-

quires approximat,ely
18 feet of one-inch
lath of good quality
material
and 6
holts rith

winged nuts.

cal limits and the projected sides of threedimensional
plot,s are difficult
to accu&ely
define. The device described in
the following paragraphs proved to be of
considerable
vahle for this purpose in a
recent study of broxr-se production
in a
pine-hardwood
timber
stand in Texas.
In this study data lvere required on the
total annual growth of all non-herbaceous
species within 5 feet of the ground. Ten
one-quarter
&acre
belt transects
located within each of G one-quarter

vwe
acre

timber
plots. The dimensions
for the
milacre transects
were 1 by 5 by 10.89
fret. In order to maintain a high degree
of accuracy
of the t,hree-dimensional
plots the rigid wooden frame shown in
Figure

1 was

nicknamed

constructed.

the

“bossy”

1 by

5

This
has

feet.

device

an

clearance

of

measuring

stick wit,h a not,rh at the center

point was made for measuring
ground

level.

The

open at the bottom,
upright

position

A

inside

one-foot

the plot at

“bossy”,

whirh

in an

above the one-foot

stick

when the upper limits of the transect
desired.

Another

lies in the fact
winged-nut,8
frame
the

feature
that

sults rhich

of the

and

are

The following procedure ras employed
when using t,he “bossy” in this study. A

device

by removing

and the attached

can be collapsed

bolts

is

can be placed

three

bolts,

heavy cord ,\-a~ stretched along the long
axis of the plot and attached
t,o steel

the

and by replacing

nuts

a compact

unit

requires

a minimum

of space

pins at each cud. The limits of the plot
within a few inches of the ground vax

re-

determined
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by using

the

one-foot

stick.

BROWSE

PLOT BOUNDARY

When browse was encountered more than
a few inches above the ground, the
‘bbossy” was placed in position above the
plot to determine the upper limits for
clipping.
Oftentimes vines and branches of
shrubs originating outside the boundaries
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completely traverse the plot. In other
instances plants originating within the
plot extend beyond its limits. The “bossy”
is a valuable aid in determining the proper
clipping limits. The method is accurate
enough to determine the portion of an
individual leaf that is to be taken or left.

CONTEST

AND

EXHIBITION

A range photography
contest and exhibition will be held at the Seventh Annual Meeting of
the American Society of Range Management in Omaha, Nebraska, January 26 to 29, 1954. There
will be the following five divisions, the first four being black and white, and the last color:
1. Range landscape.
2. Individual range plant (without portrait lens).
3. Range conditions and fence-line contrasts.
4. Close-up (with portrait lens or higher magnification).
5. Color print, any size.
All entries must have been taken by a member of the Society. All black and white photos
must be mounted, unframed, and 8 by lo-inch or larger. Any range subject is eligible with the
provision that neither animals nor mechanical devices shall be the principal subject.
Photographs
shall be accompanied
by up to a 25word description,
plus name and address of
photographer,
typed on separate white background
that can be attached to the bottom of the
photograph with gummed tape from the back. These will be numbered at the meeting. (Names
and addresses may be helpful to Society members in locating good photographs
to illustrate
publications.)
Individuals
may enter not more than one photo in each of the five divisions. Photographs
will be taken to and from the exhibition room by the member displaying them or by someone
designated by the member who is attending the meeting.
Viewing members at the Annual Meeting will vote on signed ballots to be deposited in a conveniently located box. Voting will be for the one photograph the individual likes best in each
division; and for the best in the show.--H.
W. Cooper, Chairman, Display Committee.

Effect

of Stage of Seedling Development
Heat Tolerance in Bromegrasses’
HORTON

Associate

Professor,

M. LAUDE

AND

B. A. CHAUGULE

and former graduate student, Department
University of California, Davis2

V

EGETATION on the range characteristically
encounters intervals of
hot weather.
The high temperatures
which prevail at such times may be decidedly injurious to plants. Especially is
this so when the heat occurs at a critical
stage in the development of the plant.
The early stages of seedling growth warrant particular study as they constitute
one of these critical periods and are of
the utmost importance in stand establishment.
High temperatures
affect a planting
from the time the seed is placed in the
ground. It has been demonstrated that
hot weather and the resulting high soil
temperatures of the seedbed during the
pre-emergence period may seriously impair the emergence of grasses (Laude,
Shrum and Biehler, 1952). The response
of the perennial grass seedling to heat
immediately after emergence, however,
has received little attention,
as most
available studies deal with plants of
greater age.
Schultz and Hayes (1938) subjected
grasses 30 or 60 days of age to heat and
dryness and concluded that the older
’ seedlings had the greater resistance.
McAlister (1944) noted the importance of
seedling age in drought testing. He was

upon

of Agronomy,

unable to separate strains of slender
wheatgrass and of smooth brome by use
of a drought chamber when the seedlings
were 1 month old, but could do so when
the plants were 6 to 8 weeks old. Based
on a study of the behavior of 14 species
of prairie grasses subjected to artificially
produced hot wind when 3 to 6 weeks of
age, Mueller and Weaver (1942) reported that age of the seedling had but
little influence on the response.
The heat tolerance of corn has been
studied in the earlier stages of development. Young seedlings 10 to 12 days
after planting were found to possess
considerably more resistance to a given
heat stress than were those 16 to 20 days
old (Heyne and Laude, 1940). Sweet corn
strains 15 days of age were reported to
be more heat tolerant than those 29
days of age (Haber, 1938).
The experiments reported in this investigation were designed to supply information concerning the heat tolerance
of bromegrass seedlings during the early
stages of development following emergence.
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE
The three bromegrasses employed in
these tests are extensively used in range
seedings in California. They are mountain
marginatus), prairie
brome
(Bromus
brome (Bromus catharticus), and Harlan
brome (Bromus stamineus). Love, Sumner, and Osterli (1952) discuss the origin
and growth habit of these species.
Plants were grown in the greenhouse

1A portion of the data was included in a
thesis submitted
by the junior author at the
University
of California
in partial fulfillment
of the requirements
for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy.
2 At present B. A. Chaugule is Professor
of
Agronomy,
College
of Agriculture,
Dharwar
(B.8.) , India.
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and compared as to heat tolerance by
exposure to high temperature in a controlled environment
chamber. Unless
otherwise noted, the procedure was as
follows. Seed was planted in 6-inch clay
pots at x-inch depth in a mixture of
35 loam soil and 45 sand. Thinning after
emergence reduced the number of seedlings for testing to 6 per pot for the
younger ages and 3 for the older. All
pots were watered sufficiently to maintain soil moisture well above the permanent wilting
percentage
throughout
growth. The plants remained on greenhouse benches except when in the testing
chamber. Prevailing greenhouse temperatures were approximately 60°F. at night
and 75” to 80°F. during the day, with
occasional daily maxima of 90°F. being
obtained in the warmest weather.
Ages of the plants are stated’ in days
after seeding. Plantings made at scheduled
intervals supplied the material of different ages on the same day. This reduced the variation in growing conditions
prior to the test and permitted the testing together of a series of ages in the same
high temperature exposure thus insuring
that all received the identical heat stress.
The testing chamber accommodated approximately 40 pots at a time. Sufficient
numbers of plants to evaluate each condition were obtained through repeated
tests, usually conducted on successive
days.
The controlled environment unit consisted of an insulated chamber, 160
cubic feet in size, through which air of
precisely regulated temperature and humidity was passed. Light of approximately 600 foot candle intensity was
supplied by a panel of fluorescent tubes.
Positional effects within the unit were
eliminated by placing the pots on a slowly
revolving turntable.
Test conditions were employed which
would yield differential injury among the
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ages and species. It was found that such
resulted when material was subjected to
air at 130°F. and 30 to 35 percent relative humidity for 4 s/4 hours. Under these
conditions the dryness of the air (saturation deficit) was somewhat greater than
that generally encountered in the field
when plants are under stress at considerably lower temperatures and relative
humidities. In operation the unit was
heated to 130”F., then opened for introduction of the plants. The duration of
exposure was timed from the’ moment
the unit regained a temperature of 130°F.
All heat exposures were commenced between 9 and 10 a.m. on the test day.
Injury was determined by measurement 7 days after a test. The total length
of leaf per plant was obtained by summing
individual leaf lengths measured along
the mid-rib. A percent injury was computed by expressing the length of dead
leaf tissue as a percentage of the total
leaf length. With older seedlings having
more than three leaves, the measurements
were confined to the three youngest
leaves exposed on the day of the test.
RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

Plant Age and Heat Tolerance
The earliest stage bat which it was
feasible to study the emerged seedling in
these species was the seventh day after
planting. Under greenhouse conditions
the first seedlings appeared above ground
on the fifth day and emergence was essentially complete by the eighth day.
For example, of the total emergence of
prairie brome in one trial, 11 percent occurred on the fifth, 64 percent on the
sixth, 19 percent on the seventh, and 6
percent on the eighth day after planting.
Mountain brome followed essentially this
pattern while Harlan brome emerged
somewhat earlier, having a greater percentage up on the fifth day.
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The three bromes were subjected to
the uniform heat test at ages of 7 to 70
days. The highest level of heat tolerance
was obtained in seedlings of these species
when 7 or 8 days of age, namely, just
after emergence. At this stage there was
no visible injury produced. However,
older material was decidedly injured as
shown in Table 1. The most striking
change in heat tolerance is the rapid loss
noted between the period shortly after
emergence and approximately
14 days.
Relatively
low tolerance then persists
through the age of 28 days, after which
an increase in heat tolerance with age is
evidenced. The reduced rate of gain in
tolerance between 56 and 70 days and
the apparent loss shown in prairie brome
at this period, are likely due to the relatively large plant size in relation to pot
size and the development of a somewhat
root-bound condition.
TABLE

1

Percent injury in three species of bromegrass
subjected to a uniform high temperature test
at several ages
MEAN PERCENT
AGE IN DAYS AFTER
PLANTING

14
18
28
42
56
70

Harlan
brome

M;;tzein

100.0
100.0
76.0
50.5
42.0

INJURY*

38.2
66.0-f
64.2
49.0
31.8
38.2

100.0
96.0
66.2
46.2
45.5

* Least significant difference at 5% level =
6.2%.
t This figure, obtained
from other tests,
was not included in the analysis of variance.

These results suggest that high temperature in itself is not likely to injure
the grass seedling during the first 3 or 4
days following emergence.
Conditions
which often accompany high temperatures in the field, such as dry surface
soil, would appear likely to be more
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damaging to a stand at this time. The
two-week period commencing some 5 or
6 days after emergence, however, is one
of low heat tolerance in the plants tested,
and is a period during which high temperatures alone appear capable of inflicting extensive damage to a stand.
In this study comparison of a series
of similar ages by controlled environment testing, permitted the separation of
the species as to heat tolerance. Prairie
brome evidenced superior heat tolerance
except for the period immediately after
emergence when the three species responded alike to the conditions employed.
It has not yet been determined whether
a more severe heat stress would separate
these species at this stage.
It is evident that caution is required
in stating relationships
between temperature tolerance and age of plant. In
this study the tolerance of a species could
be correctly stated to increase or to decrease with age depending upon the
stages of development compared.
Development of Heat Hardiness
The plants previously discussed were
not hardened prior to testing. Experiments were conducted to determine the
degree of hardiness that could be attained by conditioning the plants to
high temperatures prior to the heat test.
Three hardening treatments were used
according to a schedule which prepared
all plants for testing together on the
thirty-first
day after planting.
This
placed the heat hardening treatments in
a period when heat tolerance of the unhardened plant was relatively low.
Treatment A subjected the plants to a
30-minute exposure to 130°F. every third
day commencing with the eleventh day
after planting. Seven such exposures were
given this group before the final heat test.
Treatment B subjected the plants to 1
hour at 110°F. on the 25th day, 2 hours
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at 120°F. on the 27th day, and 3 hours
at 130°F. on the 29th day after planting.
Treatment
C followed the same age
and duration of exposure schedule as B,
but all exposures were to 130°F. The
final test on the 31st day was 494 hours
at 130°F.
Results are presented in Table 2. No
significant difference existed among the
three hardening procedures for any one
species. However, each of the three
bromegrasses attained an unquestionably
significant degree of hardiness compared
to its control. In agreement with such
behavior is the observation that high
temperature injury in the field may be
less severe if gradually rising temperature, rather than an abrupt change, prevails in advance of the hot period.
TABLE
Percent

2

injury after heat hardening in bromegrasses tested when 31 days of age
MEAN PERCENT

HEAT HARDENING
TREATMENT

M;;mnaein pii,”
~~~

A
B
C
None
* Least
15.2%.

significant

29.5
20.3
30.2
89.8
difference

INJURY*

F%:

7.8
9.5
14.5
75.5

33.2
25.1
27.3
85.8

at 5% level

=

The Nature of Early Tolerance
It was noted that cloudiness preceding
a heat test, in comparison with bright
clear weather, was reflected in a lower
level of heat tolerance in bromegrasses
at least two weeks of age. The reduced
light intensity,
however, appeared to
have no effect on the response of the
seedlings which had just broken the .soil
surface.
Experiments were designed in which
prairie bromegrass was compared for
heat tolerance at ages of 8, 14, and 21
days when the seedlings either had re-
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ceived approximately 4 hours of morning
daylight before the test or had been
kept in darkness since the previous evening. After this latter group was placed in
the dark, all light was excluded from
them except that received during the
three-minute interval in which the plants
receiving morning light were introduced
into the test chamber. The test chamber
remained dark during the heat exposure.
Differential injury was obtained with this
material by heating the chamber from
room temperature
to a maximum of
130”F., this temperature
being maintained during the last 90 minutes of a
3% hour heat stress.
Percent injury measured seven days
after this high temperature treatment
was 0.0, 31.8, and 45.0 percent respectively for those seedlings 8, 14, and 21
days of age which received morning light.
Injury in plants of the dark treatment
was 0.0, 86.2, and 97.9 percent respectively at the ages of 8, 14, and 21 days.
The absence of light preceding the heat
exposure was reflected in a distinct reduction in heat tolerance for the two older
groups of seedlings.
In other tests the same heat stress was
used on seedlings 7 days old. Plants for
the dark treatment emerged in darkness
and were kept in the dark until after the
test,
while seedlings for comparison
emerged in the greenhouse. In contrast
with the response of older seedlings, no
visible injury was obtained on either
the seedlings emerging in the dark or those
emerging in the light. It is suggested,
therefore, that the high level of heat
tolerance in bromegrass seedlings which
have just broken the soil surface is not
contingent upon the daylight received
upon emergence. Rather it appears to be
related to the presence of unused food
reserves stored in the endosperm of the
seed and still available to the seedling at
this early stage of growth. Additional
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study will be required to clarify further
the nature of the high heat tolerance
noted in the newly emerged grass seedling.
The greater
injury
obtained
with
seedlings of the dark treatment at ages of
14 and 21 days agrees with the findings of
H. H. Laude (1939) who worked with
species of several field crops. He noted
that those plants deprived of morning
light during the forenoon of the day of
test exhibited greatly reduced heat resistance.
SUMMARY
The heat tolerance of seedlings of
mountain, prairie, and Harlan bromegrass
was studied during early stages of postemergence
development.
Behavior
at
these stages is particularly important in
stand establishment.
The desired test
conditions were obtained in a precisely
controlled environment
chamber. This
permitted the separation of the temperature responses from those of other factors often associated with warm weather
in the field.
The following results were obtained:
1. Significant differences in heat tolerance were obtained among the three
species. Prairie bromegrass exhibited the
highest level of heat tolerance in these
tests.
2. A trend of heat tolerance related to
the age of the plant was found in these
bromegrasses. When unhardened plants
were subjected to a uniform heat stress
at ages from emergence to 70 days after
planting greatest heat tolerance prevailed
at 7 and 8 days (immediately after emergence). Rapid loss occurred near 14 days
of age. The resulting period of low tolerance persisted until approximately 28
days, after which heat tolerance gradually
increased with age.
3. This trend in heat tolerance with
age suggests that damage to a new stand
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directly attributable
to high temperature would be most severe during a twoweek period commencing some 5 or 6
days after emergence.
4. Distinct hardiness to heat was attained by the bromegrasses when subjected before testing to brief periodic
high temperature exposures totaling 6
hours or less.
5. The heat tolerance of newly emerged
seedlings compared to older seedlings
differs in respect to the effect of light.
In these tests absence of light before a
heat stress reduced the tolerance of the
older seedling but did not visibly alter
the high heat tolerance of the seedling
just emerged. This behavior is likely related to the presence of unused food reserves in the seed which are still available
to the very young seedling.
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ANGE Management is not for my
small ranch.” This attitude is often
encountered by educators and professional agricultural workers and is one
that must be overcome before the maintenance and improvement of range productivity becomes a way of life in
American agriculture.
Several things have contributed to the
development of this attitude. Probably
of major importance is a lack of understanding on the part of the rancher as to
just what a range management program
is. Another is the relatively common idea
t,hat carrying out a range management
program is expensive-too
expensive for
the small operator. A third contributing
factor is that a sound range management
program does not immediately become
profitable.
Just what is a range management program? The exact nature of the program
will vary from ranch to ranch according
to the conditions existing. It may include
such items as (1) adjusting the kinds and
numbers of livestock to balance with the
forage produced by the present range;
(2) a system of rotation or deferred grazing to improve the composition and cover
‘of the range; (3) brush eradication; (4)
better distribution of grazing through
proper fencing and salt placement; and
(5) reseeding. Too often ranchers hold
the idea that range management enthusiasts advocate selling off livestock
and not much else. Even without a
material reduction in number of livestock, often an increase in the amount of
forage produced is received through deferred and rotation grazing alone or in
325

conjunction
with other management
principles.
Every good businessman knows that
it takes money to make money. Therefore, if any unit is large enough to be
operated at a profit under normal management, the same unit should be capable of
producing a larger profit with some additional investment. Any improvement in
farming or ranching operations usually
means additional expense and lapse of
time in order to produce the desired increase in profits. The same is true of
range management. Ordinarily the small
ranch of from 100 to 600 acres consists
of some cultivated land which often
produces as much or more feed and income than the native rangeland. Judicious use of cropland can materially reduce the expense and length of time
involved in increasing range profits
through a balanced range management
program.
A typical range management program
is that practiced on a 330-acre ranch in
Kendall County, in the southeastern portion of the Edwards Plateau. The ranch
consists of 65 acres in cultivation and two
native pastures totaling 250 acres. Early
in 1945, a complete conservation program
was started on this ranch. First to receive treatment was the cropland, which
was then used in conjunction with a
range management program on the 250
acres of native range. The range improvement program consisted of a reduction in
livestock numbers, clearing brush, and
rotation grazing between the two pastures. The stocking rate with cattle,
sheep, and goats at one animal unit to

of the grass and to the amount
sprorrt,ing.
Thr results
1

bulldozer.
Grazing ras r&ted
between
the two pastures according to the needs

of brush

of this managements

pro-

gram hare been outstanding
(Fig. 1).
Forage production
on the pastures has
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been increased by more than 50 percent
and no feeding has been done since 1945.
Feed produced on the cropland that was
previously needed to maintain livestock
on the range during the winter is now
utilized for fattening
calves prior to
marketing. Range calves which were previously marketed at eight months weighing 400 pounds now average 550 pounds.
Feed produced on the cropland is used to
fatten these calves during the winter so
that they are placed on the early spring
market averaging 900 pounds. Since 1945
the calf crop consistently has been 100
percent and the kid crop has jumped from
75 to 90 percent. The average production
of mohair, per goat, has increased from six
pounds to eight pounds.
The cost of the establishment of the
conservation program was $728 for the
construction of four miles of field terraces, $600 for the construction of 2,200
feet of diversions, and $630 for clearing
brush; or a total of $1,958. The average
yearly increase in mohair has been 200
pounds. The average yearly increase in
beef product,ion has been 2,700 pounds,
since the calves are now being fattened
At average market
before marketing.
prices for the period 1945-1950,
this
represents a yearly increase in income of
$795. Thus, the monetary expense of
establishing the entire conservation program was eradicated in less than three
years. In addition, the smaller number of
livestock has decreased the labor required for handling and decreased the
capital investment;
and the improved
grass growth, with its subsequent improved soil condition and reduced soil
erosion and water run-off, has materially increased the real estate value of
the ranch.
The rotation grazing system has been
continued and the droughts of 1951 and
1952 that
prevailed
throughout
the
Southwest have not noticeably reduced
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the amount of forage available for grazing. Consequently, the original increase in
production of pounds of beef and mohair
have been maintained. Here is another
small operator who is thoroughly convinced that a range management program is practical and profitable for the
small rancher.
The use of cropland for grazing livestock during periods of range deferment
should be an integral part of a range
management program. Mixtures of small
grains and sweetclovers for fall, winter
and spring grazing and Sudan for summer
grazing provide excellent opportunities
for periods of range deferment. Although
a complete deferment from early spring
until after frost is desirable, any period
of rest during this season will be beneficial.
Cropland can be especially useful in a
coordinated range management program
where irrigation is possible, particularly
in the more arid regions of the state. On a
ranch in Tom Green County, Texas, in
a 20-inch rainfall region spring deferment
of native range was made possible by
the use of irrigated pastures. A level
border irrigation system was installed in
1951 on 38 acres of cropland. On September 1, 1951, the land was seeded to
Kentucky 31 fescue, orchardgrass, perennial ryegrass, vetch, and alfalfa. On
March 1, 1952, grazing was started on
these cool season plants with 90 cows
and 88 calves. In late April, an additional
42 yearlings were placed on the 38 acres.
All of the stock were removed late in
June to permit the grasses to enter their
summer dormancy. In spite of this heavy
grazing pressure, about two tons of hay
had to be removed.
The rancher asserts that the irrigation
system more than paid for itself in this
four-month period by furnishing excellent
grazing for beef production and by allowing deferment from grazing of his
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native range, which made some remarkable growth under drouth conditions.
Additional rest will be allowed when fall
grazing is practiced on the irrigated pastures.
Although few small ranches may be
equipped with irrigation systems on
cropland, other grazing crops’ may be
extremely useful in a range management
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program. The important fact is that a
range management
program can be
carried out on any economic agricultural
unit. The small rancher must realize
that any range improvement program is
a long-range program and some monetary
outlay may be necessary.
Range Management can be both practical and profitable for the small ranch.

AT ANNUAL

MEETING

At the Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Society of Range Management
being held
in Omaha, Nebraska, January 26 to 29, 1954, each section of the Society is invited to display
an educational
exhibit. Those planning to participate
are encouraged to contact H. W. Cooper,
Chairman, Contest and Display Committee,
Post Office Box 713, Lincoln, Nebraska, to arrange
for space.
NEW

EDITOR

FOR

JOURNAL

SELECTED

The Board of Directors has selected Dr. Robert A. Darrow, Department
of Range and Forestry, A. & M. College of Texas, College Station as Editor of the Journal. Beginning as of October 1, 1953 members of the Society submitting manuscripts for publication in the Journal, either
as a major article or technical note, should send them to Dr. Darrow.--Joseph
F. Pechanec,
Editor.
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HE terms “range use” and “range
utilization” have been variously applied. Generally, “range use” implies
past as well as current treatment including intensity of grazing, kind of livestock,
season grazed, distribution of livestock,
or any combination of these. Range administrators and range operators use a
multitude of indexes to judge range use
including extent of soil erosion, trampling,
vigor of the important forage plants,
abundance of the undesirable species,
accumulation of litter or aftermath remaining after grazing ceases, and utilization of current season’s growth. Range
use frequently is placed in a general
classification such as heavy, moderate,
or light, and condition of the range is a
result of this use.
The term “utilization”
or better,
“percent utilization,” rightly refers to
the amount of total herbage production
which has been removed currently. Utilization has been defined by the Society
of American Foresters (1944) as the
degree to which animals have removed
the current growth of herbage. This
may be expressed in percentage of height
of stems, number of stems, or total weight.
Many methods have been proposed for
measuring the percent of utilization of
range plants; however, the accuracy and
interpretation of the measurements obtained have varied widely (Stoddart and
Smith, 1943; Heady, 1949). As a result,
the concept of utilization and the method
of calculating percent utilization are
not well understood and remain controversial subjects.
Adequacy of standard utilization measurement methods depends upon what
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information is desired and what application is to be made of the data.
The percent utilization sometimes is
based upon correct utilization, but more
often is based upon percent of current
year’s growth ungrazed, and commonly
is calculated from stubble height, twig
length, or amount of forage left on the
ground. The percent utilization determined by these methods generally is an
expression of an average from many
plants. Utilization sometimes is determined by less detailed analyses such as a
single direct estimate from the entire
grazing complex including both plant
and animal appearance.
Utilization may also have a more restricted meaning or interpretation ; the
utilization concept may be based primarily upon the welfare of a specific
plant. The plant must have sufficient
photosynthetic
tissue to support the
physiological requirements of the plant,
to provide for optimum root development and to furnish an adequate supply
of nutrients to carry the plant over
periods of stress. As a means of appraising forage utilization, it is helpful to
have some knowledge of the tolerance
various plant species have for forage
removal under usual conditions. However, there is no exact degree of tolerance
for a specific percentage of herbage
removal that can be attached to a species
with significance as “proper utilization”
unless the application is confined to
specific areas of remarkable similarity.
Proper utilization for any particular
species of forage plant must be defined
according to plant association, site condition, and whether the plant is grazed
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during the growing period, after maturity, or both.
Some authors (Campbell, 1937; Stoddart and Smith, 1943; Heady, 1949)
have emphasized
the importance
of
measuring utilization on the basis that
sustained forage production is dependent
upon the degree of utilization. Thus,
it would appear that an accurate index
to proper utilization
would be basic
to managing ranges. However, if management is based upon the ecological principles considered in range condition and
range trend analyses, it is not necessary
for the rancher or land administrator to
make precise determinations of percent.
utilization for individual forage species.
Even though past forage utilization is
responsible for the condition of the range,
general observations appraising utilization and vigor of plants are sufficient
basis upon which to adjust for improvement. However, it should be pointed out
that accurate measurement of percentage
of forage removal by grazing is of great
importance to the research worker and
must be properly interpreted in evaluating both plant and animal responses.
Methods calculating weight removed
by grazing from stubble height of grasses
are known as the volume-height
or
height-weight
methods.
They assume
that there is a relationship for each
species between percent of height removed and percent of weight removed
as the plant is grazed. Conversion tables
have been constructed whereby stubble
height is converted to percent of plant
weight removed (Campbell, 1938; Crafts,
1938; Lommasson, 1938). The degree of
utilization of browse likewise has been
determined by calculating the percent
of current year’s growth that has been
removed based on length of grazed and
ungrazed twigs (Nelson, 1930; Hormay,
1943).
Almost all methods of measuring plant

utilization are based upon length or
weight of the grazed compared to the
ungrazed plant stem. The accuracy of
these methods depends upon whether
utilization is measured soon enough after
grazing that no regrowth takes place.
Error in measurement also may result
from assuming that growth rate is the
same on the ungrazed stem as on the
stem being grazed intermittently.
DETERMINING UTILIZATION OF
CRESTED WHEATGRASS
During the springof 1947 almost4,OOO
crestedwheatgrass(Agropyron cristatum)
seedlings were moved to a field near Logan, Utah where they were space-planted
36 inches apart each way. One and onehalf years later the plants were clipped
in the fall to remove all old growth and
thereafter allocated to various clipping
treatments during the spring and early
summer of each subsequent year.
Four of the treatments are herein discussed to show the forage production at
several dates during 1949 and the total
weight removed by the end of the grazing season. Each treatment included 20
plants randomly located in two blocks
and those shown here involve plants
clipped four times each year to a 3-inch
stubble height. As shown in Table 1,
plants under treatment 1 produced an
average of 4,266 grams of forage compared to a check group of plants of the
same size and age which produced 6,499
grams. At the end of the grazing season
(June
or July depending upon the
treatment) the percent of total herbage
production removed varied with each
treatment and was dependent upon what
was used as a measure of total production.
Total production or “100 percent” herbage yield might be calculated from (a)
total yield of check plants unclipped in
the “grazing season” but harvested in
the fall after growth has ceased or (b)

APPRAISING
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total yield from the specific treatment,
including yield at each of four “grazing”
periods plus herbage remaining in the
fall after growth has ceased.
If the amount removed (percent utilization) is calculated as percentage of
total yield for treatment 1, 81.7 percent
was utilized during the spring. However,
if percent removed is based on production
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of times as in treatment 1 and at equal
intervals, the removal on July 1 was 73.8
percent of its own total herbage production for the year but only 60.7 percent
of the total herbage production of protected plants (Table 1, treatment 2).
If degree of use were measured as
customary at the end of the grazing
season (June 15 or July 1) by the height-

TABLE

1

Dry matter harvested and percent removed (utilization) when based upon total yield for each treatment
and also when based upon total yield of unclipped plants
Plants were harvested

at 3-inch stubble

height. Data are average yield for the year 1949 only.

4-15
--

Treatment 1
Dry matter yield (grams) . . . .
.
Percent of total yield, accumulative
Percent of unclipped plants..
... ..
Treatment 2
Dry matter yield (grams). . .
..
Percent of total yield, accumulative
Percent of unclipped plants.
Treatment 3
Dry matter yield (grams)
.
Percent of total yield, accumulative
. ..
Percent of unclipped plants.
Treatment 4
Dry matt,er yield (grams) . . . .
.
Percent of total yield, accumulative
Percent, of unclipped plants. . . . . .
Unclipped check
Dry matter yield (grams)
.. .
Percent of total yield, accumulative,
Percent of unclipped plants. . . . . , . .I

_

5-1

_-

5-15

CLIPPING

s-22

313
7.3
4.8

6-1

- __. 6-15

295
6.5
4.0

10-l

883
81.7
53.6

781
100
65.6

4266

423
73.8
60.7

1403
100
82.3

5353

612
56.7
38.5

1969
100
68.8

4511

200
56.0
38.4

1958
100
68.5

4453

6499
100
100

6499

2137
65.9
54.2
1635
43.2
29.1
1109
51.5
35.3

1186
26.6
18.2

-

of comparable fall-clipped plants, the
degree of utilization was only 53.6 percent. These figures are considerably
different yet both are an expression of
forage removal. Although 81.7 percent
is the actual utilization, ordinary utilization determining methods, which use the
ungrazed plant as a standard, would
indicate 53.6 percent as correct.
When harvesting was delayed two
weeks longer than in treatment 1, but
the plants were clipped the same number

-

rOTAL

7-l

2289
61.0
40.0
1390
26.0
21.4

.______

DATE

--

weight method, the utilization would be
identical for all treatments since all were
harvested at 3-inch height at this time.
However, in reality utilization varied
widely between treatments according to
season of and interval between harvesting, and also it depended upon whether
it was based on the yield or the unclipped
check plants or on its own total herbage
production.
Plants from treatment 1 in Table 1
were clipped at 3-inch height on April 15,

*
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again on May 22 and again on July 1.
Comparable unclipped plants had heights
averaging 8 inches, 19 inches and 40
inches on these dates. Using heightweight charts for crested wheatgrass,
utilization at these three dates when the
plants were cut at 3-inches was 30, 57
and 75 percent, respectively. Utilization
checks on July 1 would show only 75
percent utilization regardless of whether
the plant had been “grazed” on April 15
and May 22.
Calculated percent of utilization, by
common methods which use the unclipped
plant as a standard, usually give considerably lower figures than those calculated from actual yield. This ,results
from reducing total production by intermittent forage removal during the grazing season. Only rarely does frequent
harvesting give higher herbage yield
than a single harvesting at the end of
the growing season.
Thus many utilization studies must be
interpreted in light of the existing conditions so that the results do not bias the
application. Grazed plots often are compared to ungrazed or protected plots to
determine percent utilized and pounds of
forage or nutrients consumed. Under
favorable conditions such as on irrigated
pastures, grazed plants may produce
more than protected plants, whereas,
under arid range conditions the grazed
plants ordinarily produce less than the
ungrazed plants. This is an inherent error
in the method and must be minimized
before the results can be used with a
high degree of reliability.

sponses of plants to a given grazing utilization and in the interpretation of correct grazing use.
During the summer grazing season of
1946, intensive sampling was done on a
mountain range in northern Utah by the
“before-and-after” utilization method in
order to determine intensity of range use
and species composition of the foraging
sheep’s diet (Cook, et al, 1948). It was
found that animals always preferred
leaves over stems and this preference
for leaves increased as the season advanced.
The relative production of stems and
leaves and the degree of utilization made
on each for a few of the more important
forage plants on summer ranges of northern Utah are shown in Table 2. Utilization of leaves of grasses and forbs averaged 29 and 70 percent, respectively;
however, utilization of the entire plant
was only 17 percent for grasses and 26
percent for forbs. In the case of browse,
the degree of utilization of leaves more
closely approached the calculated utilization of the entire plant. This was because
leaves of browse produced the major
forage
portion of the current-year’s
production of the plant and were used
three times heavier than stems.
In some species, especially forbs, only
about 25 percent of the entire plant was
utilized when 70 to 80 percent of the
foliage was removed. Since the photosynthetic tissue in most forage plants is
almost entirely in the leaves it would
appear more correct to base utilization
on the percent removal of leaves rather
than percent of the total plant conUTILIZATION AS AFFECTED BY
sumed. This would be especially imporPREFERENCE
FOR CERTAIN
tant if utilization were being determined
PARTS OF PLANT
for plants whose stems produce a subAn animal's preference for one part of stantial quantity of the weight of the
entire plant but make a small contribua plant over another part is an important
consideration in the physiological re- tion to photosynthetic activity.
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TABLE
Percent

production

and utilization
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by sheep of the various parts of plants for a few important summer
range species*

-

PERCENT OF TOTAL
PRODUCTION

SPECIES

!-Stems Leaves
Agropyron subsecundum
(Bearded wheatgrass)
. ..
Elymus glaucus
(Wild ryegrass).
. .........
Average grass...............................
Agastache urticifolia
(Nettleleaf
horsemint).
.
Senecio serra
(Sawtooth butterweed).
Valeriana occidentalis.
.
(Western valeriana). . . . . . . . . . .
Averageforbs...............................
Amelanchier alnifolia
(Serviceberry).........................,.....
Symphoricarpos
vaccinioides
(Snowberry)
.
. .....
Average browse.............................
based

UTILIZATION

AND

Stems Leaves1Heads
I__

Total

. .

.... .

63

19

18

20

39

25

25

.

.. .

...

75
69

19
19

6
12

6
13

20
29

20
22

9
17

.

57

33

10

6

60

36

26

. ..
.
.
. .........

55

42

3

1

70

54

31

80
64

17
31

3
5

10
6

80
70

2
31

22
26

20

80

-

26

62

-

55

24
22

76
78

-

7
16

29
45

-

, -

24
39

.
.. .

.

.

.

~____

upon current

Heads

PERCENT UTILIZATION

..

--~~_____~
* Data
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year’s

growth

only.

PREFERENCE

Percent utilization under most conditions is considered an index to preference
or palatability of a plant and hence comparative utilization expresses the avidity
or relish an animal shows for one plant
over another. Composition of the diet
sometimes is incorrectly used as a measure of animal preferences instead of percent utilization, in which case the results
are markedly different.
As an example, Table 3 shows the
available forage, percent utilization, and
foraging sheep’s diet for a sagebrush
winter range in central Utah. Preference
rating based upon percent utilization
was as follows: black sage first, Indian
ricegrass
second, and big sagebrush
almost the lowest. However, if the preference ratings are based upon percent
of each species in the diet, big sagebrush
was the highest and black sage and Indian ricegrass were comparatively
low.

-

Thus, the palatability
rating of these
plants differs greatly when based upon
percentage utilized as compared to that
based upon the actual diet of the animal.
In either case, preference displayed by
any animal will vary with plant association, type of growth, weather conditions, intensity of grazing, and general
activity and whims of the animal.
For practical purposes, palatability or
preference should be placed in four categories: good, fair, poor and worthless,
rather than trying to attach an exact
figure. Such a classification
correctly
would need to be arrived at by observing
relative percent of utilization under normal range conditions where there are
nearly equal quantities of all species
being evaluated.
However, such appraisals should not lose sight of the fact
that many plants of low palatability
frequently make up large quantities of
the grazing animal’s diet when abundant
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in the floral composition. This does not
necessarily occur only when other more
palatable species are scarce or are all
closely grazed but results merely from
the greater frequency with which the
more abundant species comes before the
animal in the normal process of grazing.
However, some species are avoided almost entirely and are said to be unpalatable. Only occasionally do animals actually seek a preferred species; rather
they merely spend greater time foraging
upon, and hence graze closer, the preferred plant upon which they chance to
come.
TABLE

3

Percent available forage, degree of utilixation,and
composition in the foraging sheep’s diet on
sagebrush winter range in central Utah
PERCENT
AVAILABLE
FORAGE

Agropyron spicatum
(Bunch wheatgrass)
Hilaria
jamesii
(Galleta
grass)
Oryzopsis hymenoides (Indian ricegrass)
Artemisia
nova
(Black
sage)
Artemisia
tridentata (Big
sagebrush)
Chrysothamnus
stenophyllus (Yellow brush)
Gutierrezia sarothrae
(Snake weed)

PERCENT
UTILIZED

PERCENT
IN
DIET

2

20

2

4

50

12

3

60

10

3

65

11

66

12

45

17

20

19

5

3

1

When forage plants are evaluated on a
given range on the basis of economic importance to grazing animals both quantity present and percent utilization need
to be considered. In ordinary range survey procedures such a determination is
made in calculating
the forage-acrefactor. The “forage factor” for each
species is derived from the product of
the percent utilization times the quantity

present on the range. Thus palatability
does not include the abundance
or
scarcity of a species on the range and
does not properly evaluate the economic
importance of a plant unless considered
with floral composition or abundance.
SUMMARY
Measurement
and interpretation
of
utilization and preference of range plants
are not well understood and have been
controversial issues for many years.
The term “range use” refers to a
of interactions
of
general evaluation
both plant and animal complexes and,
therefore, its measurement requires personal judgment of many variable criteria.
However, the term “percent utilization”
is restricted in meaning to the quantity
of current herbage production actually
removed in grazing.
In the present study production figures
for crested wheatgrass clipped at various
intervals during the spring and summer
showed that percent utilization, when
calculated on the basis of total yield
from plants clipped only in the fall, was
considerably lower than percent utilization based upon the total herbage production from plants clipped periodically
during the spring grazing season. This
was the result of reduced production
caused by forage removal during the
growing season.
In some cases it appears appropriate
to base utilization upon the leaves rather
than upon the entire plant since in some
species, only 25 percent of the entire
plant is utilized When as much as 75
percent of the photosynthetic tissue has
been removed.
It was concluded that utilization measurements in plant response studies should
consider (a) the portions of the plant
being utilized, and (b) whether or not
the plants were grazed during the growing
season, after maturity, or both. In addi-
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tion such measurements should be interpreted in light of the many variables
involved so that results do not bias the
application.
The preference or palatability of various species is correctly determined from
the relative percent utilization
when
there are nearly equal quantities present
on the range. Preference will vary widely
according to local conditions and, for
practical application,
could be placed
in as few as four categories such as good,
fair, poor and worthless. Composition
of the diet is not an accurate index to
palatability because relative abundance
of species as well as percent utilization
determines the amount of each plant
consumed.
This study emphasizes the need for
more exact methodology and terminology
when dealing with many range management techniques.
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DUCATION in the fields of range appreciation, range improvement and
range management should be planned to
reach two groups of people, as follows:
1. Those who do not use the range as a
direct source of livelihood but who are
interested or should be interested in the
maintenance of this greatest of resources
in the West. This group of non-users includes the city and town businessman
whose profits are dependent upon the success of ranchers and farmers. Since 60
percent of American industry is based
upon the transportation
and processing
of agricultural products, and meat and
fiber processing is a large segment of
industry, it is highly important that the
town businessman and his family learn to
appreciate grass as a great agricultural
resource.
Other non-users of ranges include the
taxpayer in town and country who makes
a small contribution each year to support
the programs of public agencies carrying
programs of range research and protection. A different type of information is
needed for the cigarette or cigar smoker
who may be the rabbit hunter, the vacationist
or traveler,
who carelessly
throws a lighted stub in the well-cured
grass that is being kept for fall and winter
range. And too, there is an army of big
game hunters who believe that game
animals were on the ranges first and therefore they should be given grazing priorities, with livestock being eliminated from
public ranges.
We must remember that when we educate a woman we are apt to be educating
a family, therefore we cannot overlook

Extension

Service,

the housewife who is uncertain whether
the roast or steak she bought is from a
high quality grass fat animal or from a
sinewy, thinly fleshed one that has ranged
over wide areas of uncertain quality of
forage plants. There are the downstream
fellows who are concerned with run-off
from range lands, including the irrigation
farmers who are vitally concerned with
speed, quantity and quality of run-off,
erosion and damage to their irrigation
systems; the fisherman who is concerned
with run-off, erosion and stream maintenance; and, in addition, there are those
who live along stream bottoms which are
subject to floods, and still others who are
charged with the repair of flood damage.
2. The second great group who should
be reached with range management information includes those who use the privately and publicly owned ranges directly
as a source of income. They are concerned
with carrying capacity, range improvement, pounds of beef produced per section
and the economics of beef production on
ranges. The Forest Service and the National Parks Service have done a good
job in general education of the tourist,
the vacationist, and the public generally
in the use and protection of range and
forest resources. Those stockmen who
range their cattle and sheep under Forest
Service or Bureau of Land Management
permits are taking more interest in improving their allotments as well as their
own ranches.
As information is released by Experiment Stations the Extension Services and
Soil Conservation Service are challenged
to carry this new information to owners
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and operators of the millions of acres of
privately owned range. A new philosophy
of range use may be necessary in some
areas as a result of recent research and
the break in cattle prices. This research
has shown that more pounds of beef can
be produced with fewer animals and less
detriment to the vegetation under moderate grazing, therefore the cattle barons
of the future may be those operators who
succeed in producing the most beef per
acre and per cow instead of the cowman
who owns the largest herd and ranges
over a wide territory.
How Do PEOPLE LEARN?
The non-users and the users of range
lands described above include nearly
everyone as a possible student of range
management. In this phase of education
it is most important to carry an information program among the range users since
they actually manage the range and are
in best position to put improvement
practices into effect. During periods of
high cattle population and falling prices
the
immediate
educational
program
should center around returns from moderate grazing practice or efficient production. The problem is: What is moderate
grazing and how to help stockmen judge
range conditions under the variable production situations in the West.
Those of you who have had teaching
experience know that young people learn
in three ways, as follows:
1. By hearing that which is to be
learned.
2. By seeing that which is to be learned.
3. By doing that which is to be learned.
We all learn in the same manner. In
fact, there are no other ways to learn.
Range education is simple. It is the arranging of situations so that people may
hear, see or do, but in the field we do not
have the incentives for learning of the
classroom, and basically the American
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rebels at being “trained”, and the problem
becomes more complex, more challenging.
That which a person hears is less apt to
be learned or retained. What he .see,smay
make a more vivid impression than what
he has heard, and that which he does is
rarely forgotten; it is an experience, good
or bad, that stays in his memory. In
carrying educational programs in the field
extension workers have successfully combined demonstrations,
meetings of all
kinds, news stories, circulars, radio, popular bulletins, farm visits, office and telephone calls, and in some cases television
is being used. The big three of all of these
methods are the demonstration, meetings
and publicity.
DEMONSTRATIONS-SOMETHING
TO SEE!
Fifty years ago or eleven years prior to
the passage of the Smith-Lever Act establishing the Extension
Service, Dr.
Seaman A. Knapp proved the farm demonstration to be most effective in helping
people to learn improved practices in
agriculture. Since 1914 thousands of extension supervised demonstrations
on
farm and ranches have helped people to
“see”, “believe”, and “go do likewise”.
An extension demonstration is a proven
fact or practice tried by a farmer, rancher,
homemaker, or youngster for his own and
the neighbors’ observation and benefit.
In Colorado a range demonstration
program is under way. Favorably located
demonstrations
are designed to help
ranchers estimate range conditions and
show the stockmen that the application of
good range management practices will be
to their benefit. No effort is made in these
demonstrations
to duplicate the work
which has been done by research conducted by the Rocky Mountain Forest
and Range -Experiment Station,
Fort
Collins, Colorado on short grass and
mountain ranges. The facts discovered by

the Colorado Experiment, Station and the
Forest Service Station are simply being
carried to stockmen through the demonstration procedure and the research
workers are as much interested as the
stockmen in the practical application of
their research.
A basic philosophy in establishing these
demonstrations can be found in a quotation from a sociology text by Kolb and
Brunner, as follows:
“The naive assumption that any group
of persons will fall in vith any plan about
which they have not been consulted and
which has not taken the social situation
into account has been proven false so
often in history that its survival is one
of the vorld’s mystjeries.”

the committee is composed of stockmen as
well as representatives of the public land
agency and others. It is the responsibility
of this committee to select the area where
the demonstration is to be established and
prepare the demonstration lay-out or
plan. The plan includes the stocking of one
fenced pasture moderately, rvit,h this
rate of grazing and selection of cattle
being det,ermined by the committee (Fig.
1). An equal number of cattle of the age,
type and quality as are selected for the
moderate pasture are tagged, weighed
and released vith the herd on the open
range where the usual stocking rate prevails. There can hardly he any better
“leader training” in range and cadtle
management than to work a6 a member
of one of these committees. When weigh
day comes around the committee members are all present and they bring their
neighbors. The wighing
must be impartial and accurate since the outcome
often determines not only the differences
in grazing practices but who gets a new
hat or a quart of favorite beverage for
stockmen (Fig. 2).

Obviously, the demon&rations must be
carried on over a period of years to bring
in the effects of fluctuating rainfall and
grazing rate on range product,ion. In
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addition to the cattle weights, records
are kept on the condition of the vegetation, both inside the demonstration pasture and on the range outside. When
stocking rates are established through
this process for maximum vegetative
response in the fenced pasture and maximum gains on the livestock, the stockmen
and technicians can then have some
definite observations upon which to base
their judgments regarding proper stocking
on nearby ranches. One of the greatest
advantages of demonstrations in areas
adjacent to public ranges has been the
development of a willingness among stockmen and administrators of public ranges
to get together on a range allotment improvement program. In at least one location in Colorado a cooperative written
plan is under way-a joint effort between
stockmen and agencies to improve the
privately owned range as well as the
publicly owned range by water development, water spreading, re-seeding, fencing, noxious plant control and new stocking plan.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of these
range improvement demonstrations has
been to provide a common meeting ground
for range users and technicians to get
together and work out their common
problems. Basically, the users of the
range land and the technicians have the
same objective in mind but speak a different language. The demonstration is an
ideal place to apply this bit of the philosophy of Franklin D. Roosevelt-“To
accomplish anything worthwhile there
must be a compromise between the ideal
and the practical.”
MEETINGS-A PLACE TO HEAR
AND SEE
Next to the cattle auction the most attractive type of meeting for stockmen is
the get-together or clinic at the demonstration or on the ranch provided the
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“learned” speakers don’t talk too much.
Too often when we think of education we
remember our experiences and the “pouring in” process of the classroom rather
than the town meeting of our forefathers.
We think of the lecturer who was expected to talk “about 30 minutes” and
then there would be class discussion if
there was any time left, and there never
was. Thoughts of a schoolroom or any
indoor meeting may make the stockman
shudder because he knows he’ll have
trouble staying awake. Perhaps that is
the reason why he does not show up when
Dr. Blank from the College or the Department is going to talk on range management. But the real trouble may be
that Dr. Blank has never taken the
trouble to look up or understand the
meaning of I Corinthians 14: 9 in his
Bible.
A few essentials of a good meeting will
suffice to emphasize that because of their
social values meetings are still effective
in range management educational programs in spite of improved means of
communication. These essentials of a good
meeting may be listed as follows :
1. A committee or sizable group representative of those to be reached should
plan the program, determine objectives of
the meeting and assist in getting attendante.
2. The program must include subjects
of vital importance and local interest to
those who are to be reached.
3. Many programs at meetings are
over-crowded. A well balanced and most
effective program includes talks with
visual aids such as slides, charts, exhibits;
a panel including local stockmen who
have worked on a range demonstration
committee ; and finally, a time for discussion or a question-and-answer period.
4. A well informed chairman who
understands objectives of the meeting
and how to conduct a successful meeting.
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PRINTED WORDS-TO
STUDY

SEE AND

The illustrated feature story in stockmen’s magazines or in the ranchers’
column in the local newspaper has a
definite place in range education. Its
greatest value is perhaps to arouse interest and create a desire for further
information. The results of local demonstrations, together with ezperimental
facts, carefully written as a news article
or circular, may bring many inquiries if
the name of the stockman conducting the
demonstration is given or the address of
the experiment station making the discovery is mentioned in the article. In
case the news story brings in several inquiries to a stockman demonstrator it
may be necessary that the county agent
take over the job of answering because
some stockmen do not have the inclination or facilities for answering letters.
The printed or mimeographed circular

carefully prepared with illustrations and
with a summary of results of demonstrations is very useful in answering inquiries
or as hand-outs at meetings or to office
callers. Stockmen generally complain that
bulletins and printed matter released by
colleges or the Department of Agriculture
cover too many subjects in too many
words, some of which are technical and
therefore difficult to understand. The
printed word in the newspaper or in the
farm journal is a contact that can be made
at a very low cost per contact.
The ranch visit is the most expensive
contact though most effective in persuading a rancher to adopt new practices.
There never was a more opportune time
to preach herd adjustment and range
The
combination
of
management.
methods of contacts best suited for effectively reaching ranch operators with
new information is perhaps the next big
field of needed research in range management.
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BASIC principle of good range management is distributing livestock so
that utilization of forage will be as uniform as possible on all parts of the range.
Cattle naturally tend to congregate near
watering places and on level or other
favored areas with the result that unless
provisions are made for distribution, parts
of the range are too heavily grazed, parts
grazed to the proper degree, and parts
receive little or no grazing use.
Many methods are used to encourage
more uniform cattle grazing. Fencing into
small range units and developing watering
facilities are effective but limited by
economic considerations. Placing salt in
little used areas, periodic closing of watering places, and herding and riding are
helpful practices. Yet, because of the
natural grazing habits of cattle, and the
rough character of most rangelands, the
pattern of grazing use is seldom fully
satisfactory.
A possible new tool for controlling
cattle distribution is provided by the
cottonseed meal-salt mixture which is
becoming a popular and widely used supplemental range feed especially in the
Southwest. In contrast to other concentrates which must be hand fed, usually in
corrals, the meal-salt mix can be fed free
choice on the’open range. This is because
the salt content can be varied to regulate
the amount of supplement consumed. by
each animal. Cattle are attracted by the
1Maintained by the Forest Service, U. S.
Department
of Agriculture,
for Arizona, New
Mexico,
and west Texas, with headquarters
in Tucson, Arizona.
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Station,’ Tucson,

Arizona

cottonseed meal and by judicious placement, the mix offers great possibilities
for drawing cattle into areas that otherwise would receive little use.
The consumption of large amounts of
salt can be toxic or even fatal to cattle
especially if water is restricted. Controlled
tests by Cardon et al (1951) showed that
a single dose of 2 pounds of salt resulted
in salt-poisoning symptoms in a 950pound cow within 8 hours, when water
was withheld. They report that the animal
undoubtedly would have died had not
the rumen been washed free of salt 12
hours after the salt was administered.
One month later, after the animal had
fully recovered, her condition remained
normal following a similar dosage of salt
but with an ample water supply. Pregnant
cows maintained for seven months on a
diet which contained one pound of salt
per day but with free access to water
showed no ill effects. Calving was normal
and the calves were healthy.
Some death losses of cattle on the
range have been ascribed to excessive salt
and further indicate the need to consider
the possibility of salt poisoning in relation
to water supply. In actual practice, however, many thousands of cattle are being
fed various meal-salt mixes under a
variety of range conditions with no ill
effects. Cattle normally consume no more
than one-half pound of salt per day when
fed meal-salt mix free choice on the range,
and it appears that the supplement
might be used to enhance the distribution
of cattle with little likelihood of receiving
toxic doses.
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To test the effectiveness of meal-salt
mix in controlling distribution of cattle, a
study was initiated in 1950 on the Jornada
Experimental Range, a unit of the Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment
Station located in Dona Ana County in
south central New Mexico. Two comparable pastures, designated as pastures
9 and 10, and typical of the valuable and
extensive black grama range type of
southern New Mexico, were used. Almost
all of the forage is provided by black
grama, and in accordance with the growth
requirements of this valuable grass, grazing is confined to the winter-spring period,
November through June. Supplemental
feed in the form of cottonseed meal-salt
mix is made available during the period
the cattle are in the pastures. Protein
content of the forage is somewhat below
the minimum requirements of the cattle
during late fall and winter, and the supplemental feed is taken readily. Its consumption drops rapidly after early April
in most years when some growth of sand
dropseed and a variety of weeds provide
some green forage with a high protein
content.
The pastures are level mesa range, and
all parts are easily accessible to livestock.
Permanent water is provided by wells
located in the extreme north and south
limits. In addition, pasture 10 has a small
temporary tank which is usable in the
early fall months. The maximum distance
from water is three miles and the average
maximum for both pastures about 2%
_miles. The area of pasture 9 is 3,172 acres
and of pasture 10, 7,172 acres.
Pasture 9 was stocked with yearling
heifers and pasture 10 with yearling steers
in the 1950 grazing year. This was necessary because not enough animals of either
sex were available to stock both pastures,
and because it is not desirable to mix the
two classes of yearlings. Any differences

due to different grazing habits and gaining
ability between the classes of livestock
were compensated by reversing the stocking arrangement in the second year of the
study. In the 1951 grazing year, pasture 9
was stocked with steers and pasture 10
with heifers. Steers were sold in the spring
and other cattle were grazed on the steer
pasture through the remainder of the
grazing year. Weight records were made
of both the steers and heifers at the time
of the steer sale.
The supplemental ration used was approximately 80 percent meal and 20 percent salt. This proportion was selected
in order to regulate the daily consumption
at about 135 pounds of meal per head.
The low salt content also increased the
attractiveness of the mix and decreased
the possibility of poisoning.
To determine the effectiveness of the
meal-salt ration in controlling distribution of cattle, the study was started by
placing feeding sites in pasture 9 both at
and away from water, and away from
water, only, in pasture 10. These feeding
methods were reversed the second year
of the test. Thus, in pasture 9, eight feeding sites, two at water and six away from
water, were established in 1950. In 1951,
a total of seven sites was used in this
pasture, all from s mile to 145 miles
away from water. For pasture 10, seven
sites were used in 1950, ranging from si
mile to 3 miles from water. In 1951, nine
sites were used, two of which were at
water and the others at the same location
used the year before.
The reversal of feeding methods was
used to balance such factors as the different sizes and shapes of the pasture
areas, travel distances to water, and the
segregation of steers and heifers.
Other factors which affect distribution
of livestock are rainfall and forage growth.
Rainfall data were collected from five rain
gages, two in pasture 9 and three in the
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larger area of pasture 10 (Table 1). Annual rainfall for the test period was only
74 percent of the long-time average for
the pastures in which supplement was
placed at and away from water and only
69 percent of average for the pastures in
which the mix was placed at water only.
However, seasonal rainfall, from July
t,hrough September, was only slightly
below average in both pastures, and because of favorable timing, was effective
for forage growth. Summer forage yield,
which makes up most of the year’s production and must carry the herd through
until the start of growth the following
summer, was slightly above average for
both years.
TABLE

1

Annual and seasonal rainfall for pastures 9 and
10, Jornada Experimental Range for
grazing years 1950 and 1951
-.~_TOTAL RAINFALL

-

PASTURE NUMBER

Annual
Oct. lSept. 30

.-

Average,
away

Average,
water

9
10
fed at and
from water.
10
9
fed
at
only.. . . . .

Seasonal
July ISept. 30

Inches

Inches

1950
1951

5.76
7.50

4.07
4.83

1950
1951

6.63
6.51
5.78

4.45
4.51
3.77

6.15

4.14

-~
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Precipitation subsequent to the summer
rains often influences distribution of
cattle by causing fresh growth of winter
weeds and grasses which is eagerly sought
by cattle. During the test period, however, winter and spring growth was not a
factor in livestock distribution.
The pastures were stocked as closeljr as
possible to the grazing capacity as determined by a forage inventory completed
each year just before the yearlings were
placed in the pastures. In using the forage
inventory to set the stocking rate it was

recognized that some areas near water
would be too heavily grazed while more
remote parts of the pastures would not
contribute their full share of forage.
Average stocking of pasture 9 was 109
head for the ‘2 years of the test, and for
pasture 10, 145 head.
Utilization measurements were made at
the close of the grazing year, using paced
transects. The utilization information
provided the basis for mapping the pastures into use zones to show grazing pattern. In these use zones “light” expresses
a degree of grazing when less than 30 percent of the total herbage is removed;
“proper” when 30 to 49 percent is taken;
“heavy” when 50 to 69 percent is grazed;
and “excessive” when over 70 percent of
the total volume is grazed. These use
standards have been developed for black
grama on loose sandy soils such as occur
in the test pastures.
The determination of the actual use
that had been made of the pastures when
grazing was terminated also provided a
check of the accuracy of the forage inventory, and correctness of the stocking
rate. It was found that in the feeding at
and away from water the average stocking
for both pastures was about 4 percent
below estimated capacity. The 2-year
average rate of stocking for out-station
feeding tests was approximately 11 percent below estimated capacity.
Consumption records of the meal-salt
mix were maintained to determine if outstation feeding would reduce the amount
of the ration eaten. Where the supplement was placed both at and away from
water, separate records were maintained
of the amount of mix used at each location.
USE

PATTERN

OUT-STATION

IMPROVED

BY

FEEDING

The tests indicate that the out-station
feeding of the meal-salt mix is superior to
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feeding both at and away from water for
improving livestock distribution (Fig. 1).
Feeding away from water, only, as compared to feeding at and away from water,
improves the pattern of grazing use by
(a) essentially eliminating the small area
of excessive use, (b) reducing the heavyuse zone by approximately half, (c) increasing the properly used area by 84 percent, and (d) reducing the area of light or
no use by 29 percent. Thus, the area of
overuse which damages the range, and
the area of underuse which wastes forage
were lessened, while the area used to a
degree that would yield the most forage

the animals. Cattle being fed away from
water were closely watched as some of
the feeding sites were as far as 3 miles
from water. Observations failed to reveal
any traces of “salt poisoning” or other
harmful effects. The low proportion of
salt in the meal doubtless reduced the
hazard, yet the mix contained enough salt
to effectively regulate its consumption.
After leaving the feeding stations, the
cattle did not travel straight from salt to
water, but continued to graze in the
vicinity. This agrees with the findings of
Bentley
(1941), who showed that on
California bunchgrass ranges cattle salted

TABLE
Comparative

2

weight gains obtained from two methods of feeding meal-salt mix, Jornada
Experimental Range

--

PASTURE
NO.

GRAZING
YEAR

-

AVERAGE
TOTAL
GAIN

Average,
water.

fed

away

from

GAIN PER
POUND OF
FEED

Lbs. per head

Lbs. per head

Lbs. per head

Lbs.

57.1
51.2

0.46
.32

247
289

1.99
1.85

0.23
.17

1950
1951

54.1
22.5
44.2

.39
.17
.27

268
244
241

1.92
1.88
1.48

.20
.09
.19

33.3

.22

242

1.68

.13

per head

from

. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .

10
9
Average,
fed away
only...........................

TOTAL
FEED
CONSUMED

1950
1951

Lbs.

9
10
at and

AVERAGE
DAILY
GAIN

water,

and yet maintain the valuable grasses was
increased (Fig. 2).
In feeding at and away from water most
of the supplemental feed, about 80 percent, was taken from the troughs located
at water. The out-station sites were not
very effective in attracting the yearlings
as long as the mix was available at water.
This resulted in increased trampling and
local overgrazing. The practice of feeding
the meal mix entirely at water would have
an even greater detrimental
effect on
distribution of livestock grazing.
The improvement in distribution accomplished by feeding away from water
was obtained with no injurious effect on

away from water spent an average of 7
hours and 40 minutes in going to water
after leaving the salt ground.
BETTER WEIGHT GAINS PRODUCED
BY FEEDING AT AND AWAY
FROM WATER
An

average

of 0.17 pound

per head

greater daily weight gain at the time the
steers were sold resulted from feeding the
meal-salt mix at and away from water as
compared with the out-station feeding
(Table 2). The consumption of the supplement was also greater, but not proportionately so, resulting in more efficient
weight gains per pound of feed used. Gain
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per pound of feed averaged 0.07 pound or
about 35 percent more than in the outstation feeding.
These findings are in accord with expectations. Maximum rate and efficiency
of gain would result if the yearlings obtained all of their nutrients at water and
had to expend no energy in foraging. In
such a case the meal-salt mix would provide most of the ration and could not be
considered a range supplement. The operation would approach essentially that
of a feed lot.
The objective of sound range livestock
operations is twofold; to maintain and
efficiently use the range, and at the same
time maintain normal growth and condition of animals. The need for and value
of range supplements varies with weather
and forage conditions, but on most southwestern ranges some supplements are
desirable. During the fall-winter-spring
period heifers wintered with no supplements lost an average of 14.2pounds per
head in 1950 and gained only 16.4 pounds
per head in 1951. This study indicates
that meal-salt mix placed away from
water will not only favor uniform grazing
but will also promote satisfactory growth
and development of yearling steers for
market and bring replacement
heifers
through the winter in good thrifty condition.
SUMMARY
Trials conducted on the Jornada Experimental Range in southern New Mexico show that out-station feeding of meal-

salt ration can be used as an effective tool
for obtaining more uniform grazing use of
the range by cattle. In these self-feeding
tests the supplement was placed at and
away from water in one pasture and away
from water only in a second; the feeding
method was reversed in the test pastures
the second year.
Results of the 2-year test show a
marked improvement in the use pattern
with out-station feeding. The proper-use
zone of the test pastures was increased 84
percent while the too heavily used zones
near water were reduced by 52 percent.
The lightly used area was reduced by 26
percent. Feeders made satisfactory weight
gains and wintered in good condition
under both methods of feeding, but feeding at water, only, resulted in greater
supplemental
feed
consumption,
and
greater weight gains. The dual purpose of
range feeding, to maintain condition and
growth of the feeders and at the same time
to secure most efficient use of range forage,
was best realized by the out-station
feeding.
Throughout the 2-year feeding test no
harmful effects were observed in feeding
cattle the meal-salt mix at considerable
distances from water.
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LUESTEM
pastures cover almost
four million acres in the eastern third
of Kansas. Several methods of beef production in this region are practiced but
four are followed most extensively. They
are: (1) summer grazing, (2) wintering
and grazing, (3) deferred full-feeding, and
(4) cowherds for feeder calves and creepfed calves.
This area, sometimes called Flint Hills,
covers 12 counties and is approximately
50 miles wide and 200 miles long from
Riley and Pottawatomie counties on the
north to Chautauqua county on the south;
elongated, oval-shaped, roughly two counties wide. Approximately 600,000 head of
cattle are wintered annually. In addition,
some 300,000 head are moved in each
spring for summer grazing. Due to the
high nutritive value of its early summer
grass and its location between the breeding and growing areas of the Southwest
and the fattening and market areas of the
Midwest, the bluestem pasture region
serves as an important intermediate step
in beef production.
Summer grazing, the first method of
production listed, has made this region
famous for its grass-fat steers. Aged steers
received in April are fat enough to
slaughter by mid-July. Of primary interest in a summer grazing program is a
large gain and in many cases cattle must
be in slaughter condition by the end ‘of
summer.
1 Contribution
No. 198 from the Department of Animal Husbandry,
Kansas State College, Manhattan.
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One of the most important factors af,fecting summer gains is cattle condition;
the thinner the cattle, as a general rule,
the more they gain. Two factors that influence gains and finish that we have less
information about are spring burning of
pastures and supplemental feeding.
Experimental data are inconclusive in
respect to burning off old grass remaining
after the grazing season. It appears that
spring burning may decrease the total
yield of grass but that it may be quite
helpful in some cases from the standpoint
of distribution of grazing. Cattle have a
tendency to graze the same areas season
after season in unburned pastures. However, burning removes the ungrazed
portion and evens up the forage over the
entire pasture with respect to stage of
growth and palatability,
resulting immediately in more uniform grazing distribution. General opinion is that burning
increases gains and improves condition
of cattle. Some of the experimental work
seems to support this opinion.
In regard to supplemental feeding on
grass, supplements fed any time during
the season, will, of course, improve the
finish of animals but late season supplementation in most areas returns most in
increased gains. However, in four out of
the past six years at the Kansas Station,
it has not been profitable to feed two to
three pounds of protein on grass after
mid-summer to two-year-old steers. One
year, 1948, benefits were doubtful, and
in the other year, 1947, the practice was
highly profitable.
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Other stations have found caking a
profitable practice. It seems if any grassland should benefit from caking, the
bluestem area should. It has long been
noted for its high quality summer grazing,
but it is commonly thought that the
pasture grasses decline rapidly in nutritive
value in the late summer and fall as compared to the western short grass ranges.
The age and condition of the cattle are
important. Other stations have used
yearlings. In the one year that caking paid
at the Kansas Station, the cattle were
yearlings. In the other five years they were
two-year-olds wintered on dry grass in
five of the six years, and in very thin
condition when spring arrived.
Bluestem pastures may be used intensively in a wintering and grazing program,
the second method of production listed.
Calves, yearlings, and older cattle may be
satisfactorily wintered on bluestem pasture supplemented with protein.
Yearling steers, 160 head, have gained
an average of 39 pounds per head during
the winter, and 310 pounds during the
summer for a yearly gain of 349 pounds,
for the past five years at the Kansas
Station.
For the past three years, steer calves
wintered on dry bluestem pasture supplemented with protein have gained an
average of 115 pounds during the winter
and 262 pounds during the summer, a
yearly gain of 377 pounds. Steer calves
wintered on prairie hay and one pound of
40 percent protein have gained 147 pounds
for the winter, 232 pounds on grass, and
379 pounds for the year.
These results demonstrate the value of
bluestem pasture for winter use in a
wintering and grazing program using
steer calves or yearling steers that are to
be sold off grass as stocker or feeder
cattle.
It is recommended that calves or yearlings be fed one and one-half to two

pounds of a 40 percent protein concentrate or the equivalent during the winter
while on dry grass. A reserve supply of
feed should be available to be fed when
necessary, especially when the grass is
covered with snow.
Third, limited but profitable use is
made of bluestem pasture during the early
summer by the deferred full-feeding program in which steer calves are wintered
so as to gain about 250 pounds, grazed
with no supplemental feed from May 1
to August 1, and finished in dry lot, with
a loo-day full-feeding period.
The cattle may be started on grain on
the grass from August 1 to September 1,
resulting in a saving of hay when consumption would be greatest. A greater
return has generally been obtained when
the cattle were finished in dry lot during
the final phases of the program. The feeding of grain on grass would be desirable
if we could approach the results obtained
in dry lot due to lower roughage and labor
costs and to greater convenience. About
100 pounds of beef per head is produced
from grass under the deferred full-feeding
program.
Maintaining a cow herd for the production of feeder calves is a sound program
in the Flint Hills, and is the fourth and
last program to be discussed. No experimental work is available along this line
but many operators make maximum use
of grass during the winter by having cows
calve in late spring and leaving them on
grass and protein supplement alone until
they calve. After calving it is desirable to
feed roughage and raise the plane of
nutrition.
There is little question that the cow
herd should be left outside all winter even
if fed hay and silage. Most cattlemen believe that the cows are better off in the
hills than they are in dry lot.
When calves are dropped in the fall
and fed grain in a creep, the cows must
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be fed roughage and protein supplement
in order to enable them to furnish enough
milk for the calves. But even under this
system the cows may be left on the pasture the year round.
It is important that a good stand of
grass be maintained. To do so, a sufficient
number of acres of grass must be supplied
both during the summer and winter.
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Yearlings should have three to five acres
of grass during the summer; two-yearolds and older steers four to six acres; and
cows and calves six to eight acres. Where
the grass is used summer and winter over
a long period of time, it would be wise to
provide plenty of grass during the winter
to avoid over-grazing
and excessive
trampling.

BUREAU

OF PASTURES

AND

FIELD

CROPS

The Commonwealth
Bureau of Pastures and Field Crops, which has been attached to the
Welsh Plant Breeding Station, Aberystwyth,
for the past 24 years was transferred to Hurley,
Berkshire, in August 1953 where it will be attached to the Grassland Research Station, of which
Dr. Wm. Davies is Director.
This Bureau, one of the 10 Commonwealth
Agricultural
Bureaus, was founded at Aberystwyth in 1929, its first Consultant Director being Professor, now Sir George, Stapledon. For the
first 20 years of its existence the Bureau was in charge of Dr. R. 0. Whyte who was succeeded
as Director in 1949 by Mr. A. G. G. Hill, formerly Director of the East African Agricultural
Research Institute, Amani. The Bureau issues the well-known quarterly abstract journals Herbage
Abstracts and Field Crop Abstracts, in addition to its other activities.
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heifers, averaging
600 pounds, into his
2.year-old 7.acre field of Caucasian blue-

KANSBS
Experiences
of farmers
and ranchers
point to a little known grass which promises to help fill a need for more warm season, or summer, grasses where seeding is
necessary in the southwestern
part of the
Northern
Great Plains.
This is an area
too far north for satisfactory
results with
many of the recently
introduced
highproducing warm season grasses now being
used in Oklahoma and Texas.
Jack R. Harlan, Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment
Station,
Stillmater,
Oklahoma,
in February
1952, published
a
leaflet
on Caucasian
bluestem,
giving
origin, description, soil preference, palatability and management.
Caucasian bluestem (Anrlropogon interme&us var. caucasicus) appears to be an
exception.
It is a perennial
mid grass
similar to the better known King Ranch
and Turk&an
growth earlier

bluestems,
but begins
in the year and has been

winter hardy in t,his area. It survived
temperatures
of 15 to 18 degrees below
zero at Woodward, Oklahoma,
and Ashland, Kansas, during the 1950-51 winter
while King Ranch
bluestem
killed out
almost entirely. In the Ashland vicinity
it has also shoxvn more resist,ance
to
disease.
Farm

and

ranch

observations

have

shorn
that, Caucasian
bluestem,
while
not preferred by cattle where they have
a choice, yields large quantities of forage
that
also

NOTES

produces good livestock gains. It is
thoroughly
effective in making an

adequate
ground cover for conserving
mat,er and controlling erosion.
Bill R. Anderson near Ashland, Kansas,
relied solely on Caucasian
bluestem
to
feed some cattle.
He turned 4 Angus

stem in the fall of 1950 and rrintered
t,hem there. Five more heifers of about
the same weight were put
April 15, 1951.
The nine heifers avcragcd
when they were taken
bluestem
August
15.

in the

field

800 pounds

ofl the Caurasian
The weight gain

xms over 250 pounds an acre. After their
removal, Anderson said, he harvested 50
pounds of seed and 1% tons of hay an
acre from t,he field (Fig. 1). Three of
the heifers were shown at, the Clark
County Fair late in August. They won a
female grand championship,
a first prize,
and a second prize. The entire ration for
bot,h t,he prize winners
was Caucasian bluestem.

and

the

others

The
plots
are scattered
throughout
sizeable areas that mere seeded about the
same time to a mixture of native grasses.

of 1952 and two head of short yearlings
per acre, averaging about 450 pounds,
were grazed on the 132 acres of Caucasian

Where the cattle had suffirient native
grass in these seeded areas, t,here was
little evidence of either Caucasian or

bluestem until August

Turk&an

bluestem

being

eaten.

The

Kansas State College Branch experiment
station at Garden City, Kansas, reports
that its dairy cattle showed a slight
preference for Blackwell sn+tchgrass over
Caucasian bluestrm on irrigated

pasture.

seed producer. G. C. Leslie near Ashland
harvested 152 pounds of seed an acre
from this grass the same year it was
planted. Harry Thompson near Minneola,
harvested
200 pounds an acre from

Kinghxh
Bluestem Bluestem

caucosian

1.

A number of cooperators with the Clark
County Soil Conservation District have
found Caucasian hluestem to he an early

Xrkestan

Bluestem

FIGURE 2. The spaced, short r~~erne~ of the seed head of the Caucasian bluestem
with the digitate seed heeds of King Ranch bluestem and Turk&an
bluestem.

carltraet

Charles B. Davis near Ashland planted
132 acres of Caucasian hluestem for

143i item
of eroded land in 1950. The
seed brought $5,600.

seed production and grazing purposes in
the spring of 1951. In December,
100

Caucasian bluestem wvas brought to
the United States from Tiflis, between
the Caspian Sea and Black
Sea in

cows with calves mere turned in the field.
The cows lvere fed 1% bundles of corn
fodder and 3 pounds of 32 percent
protein a day. The livestock spent most
of the afternoons on the Caucasian bluestem after the bundle feed and cake mere
eaten. The grass plainly provided good
winter roughage for grazing. The corns
were moved to native grass in the spring

southern Russia, in 1929. It has not
been promoted heavily, probably because
of it,s indeterminate seeding habit. It may
be distinguished
from Turk&an
and
King Ranch hluestem by its seed head.
The branches of t,he heads of Caucasian
bluestem are shorter than the central
axis, whereas on the others the branches
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are longer than the axis. Caucasian bluestem heads are usually reddish, while the
heads of the other two are purplish.
Caucasian bluestem is the lightest green
of the three. Nodes of Caucasian and
Turkestan bluestem are smooth; those
on King Ranch bluestem have fine hairs
around them.
This grass has made good growth at
several experiment stations, but farm
plantings have been relatively few and no
experiment station grazing studies have
been made. Two are being set up-at the
Southern Great Plains Field Station at
Woodward, Oklahoma, and Fort Hayes,
Kansas, State College farm. Dr. A. E.
Aldous formerly at Kansas State College,
Manhattan, is said to have been the first

NOTES

to seed Caucasian bluestem in Kansas.
The Soil Conservation Service, seeking
suitable grasses for revegetating badly
eroded land and for crop rotation to add
organic matter to the soil, got its first
seed from him in 1934. Since then, they
have helped a number of farmers establish
stands for soil and water conservation.
Caucasian
bluestem is superior in
southwest Kansas to either Turkestan or
King Ranch
bluestems.
Seedings for
seed production are on the increase and
it is anticipated that there soon will be a
wider knowledge of the grass. It will bear
watching.
H. LEO BROWN
Soil Conservation Service,
Ashland, Kansas.
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TEIE GEOGRAPHY OF HUNGER. By Josue

de Castro, xii, 337 pp., Little, Brown
and Company, Boston, 1952. $5.00.
This challenging book by a world
renowned South American scientist develops the thesis that the conquest of
hunger (both outright starvation and
hidden hunger) is the outstanding problem of these times, but is a problem that
is capable of solution if human heart and
intelligence are applied to it. Two-thirds
of the people of the world, the book
points out, live in a permanent state of
hunger. This hunger, which is present to
a greater or less extent in almost every
part of the world is the result of cultural
rather than natural forces, of “grave
errors and defects in social organization.”
In the author’s own words, “The crucial
point of this essay is the argument that
overpopulation does not cause starvation
but that starvation is the cause of overpopulation.” A starved population does
not produce the food which it needs even
in the presence of the necessary exploitable natural resources because such a
population does not have the energy or
initiative to put the resources into
production. Thus a vicious circle is
evolved in which hunger begets more
hunger. Overpopulation in a given area is
only relative in terms of the hunger that
exists; for most, if not all, countries
possess the resources to produce enough to
meet the requirements of not only the
present population but a considerable
increase as well. This is in contrast to the
“neo-Malthusian” view, with which the
author takes sharp issue, i.e.: that the
practical limits of soil utilization for the
production of food in the world and hence
the point of human population saturation
or oversaturation have been reached,

which leaves limitation of population
through birth control or other means as
the only solution of the hunger problem.
Another set of “gloomy prophecies,” it
is stated, speculate or overspeculate about
the effects of soil erosion. Erosion is
attributed in a great measure to hunger,
resulting in lack of energy and other
means to control it, but, while serious
enough, it is not the basic problem, at least
in this era.
Dwelt upon in the book is the theory
that hunger for proteins increases significantly the fertility of animals, either
in the presence or absence of sufficient
other, especially carbohydrate, foods. The
highest human birth rates, the author
finds, are in the countries where the diet
is seriously deficient in proteins, especially
in certain amino acids, and the lowest
birth rates exist in countries where the
daily consumption of animal proteins is
the highest. Thus it follows that adequate
diet, including ample animal proteins,
will in itself remove the danger of true
or real overpopulation. The data presented in support of this theory, although
convincing if taken at face value, are not
very complete, nor does the research on
the subject seem to have gone deep
enough to eliminate the possibility that
the striking correlations that are pointed
out may be merely coincidental with some
other more fundamental factor or factors.
At any rate, it opens a worth while
subject for more thorough study and the
main thesis of the book would not fall
should the theory not prove out.
Among the causes of human hunger
sharply criticized in the book are colonialism, agrarian feudalism, landlordism,
monoculture,
production
for export,
tariffs and other trade restrictions, and
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other forms of greed for quick and easy
profit.
Suggested solutions to the problem of
hunger are putting to work the great
tracts of unused land waiting to be tilled,
better agricultural technology, and the
removal of such factors as policies of
agricultural
nationalism
and economic
autarchy,
custom barriers and other
adverse economic and political forces. In
the words of the author: “The eradication
of hunger is no Utopian scheme; it is a
perfectly available object. All it requires
is a better adjustment of men to the lands
they occupy, and a better distribution of
the gifts of the land among men.” The
thus
“Geography
of
Abundance,”
invisaged “will be matched by new social
structures,
which will guarantee
the
attainment of a new stage in the universal
search for happiness and social wellbeing.”
Readers
of the Journal
of Range
Management should be interested in this
brilliantly written book because of the
vivid picture of the hunger problem that
it portrays and because their science can
play a part in meeting it. Not all may
agree with some of its findings but in the
overall it points up in easily readable form
a major problem if not the major problem
of our time and hopefully points to a
solution.-C.
L. Fording,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

make the student proficient in the use of
statistical methods nor in the design of
experiments. Yet its careful perusal may
well give the administrator
a more
sympathetic view of the problems of his
colleagues who are active in research.
Occasional rapid reading of Professor
Finney’s brief text should provide a good
mental refresher for the agricultural
researcher who has had some formal
schooling in statistical methods but does
not consider himself more than a “cook
book” practitioner in the field.
Reminiscent of a first-aid handbook,
this work repeatedly urges the user to
see a statistician if he has an experiment
of any degree of complexity. For those
who would delve deeper, the author
recommends two groups of texts, one
elementary, the other classic.
At the beginning of each of the nine
chapters the reader is given a fresh start
with a quotation that is at the same time
humorous, apt, and pithy.
Sections of the book may be omitted
without disturbing its continuity, and are
marked accordingly.
The figures and tables, used always to
illustrate principles, are simple and to the
point. Related examples are arranged
near each other so that finger insertions
and page flipping do not intrude upon the
explanation.
All in all, the work can be highly
regarded for its intended purposes.Joseph
H. Robertson,
Assoc. Prof. of
AN
INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL Range
Management,
University
of
SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE. By D. J.
Nevada, Reno.
Finney, 179 pp., illus. Ejnar Munks!LL!
gaard, Copenhagen; John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York,

1953. $3.75.

Here is a book of value to students
who wish to find out what place statistics
has in the field of agricultural experimentation and who wish to gain a background for reading reports of present-day
agricultural research. It is not intended to

HELL ON HORSES AND WOMEN. By Alice
Marriott,
viii, 290 pp., illus. University of Oklahoma Press, Norman,
Okla., 1953. $4.50.
The title of this book comes from an
unidentified cowman’s remark that “The
cow business is a damn fine business for

BOOK

men and mules, but it’s hell on horses
and women.”
For more than eighteen months the
author traveled the cattle countryvisiting, observing, and talking with the
women on the ranches and with their
men. This book tells the stories of these
women, who share with their menfolks
the problems and pleasures of ranch life.
Each of the 20 chapters is an individual
experience, but together they make something of a single story. The style and
simplicity in telling makes relaxing reading.
The experiences related in this book
will call to mind similar incidents in the
lives of most readers, particularly those
who have been associated with the
“wide-open spaces.” There is a pleasant
reminiscent atmosphere that is both
satisfying and entertaining, for today’s
hardships plus time equal pleasant
memories not easily forgotten. Possession
of first-hand knowledge of the country
referred to perhaps gave me more pleasure
from the book than a person without such
knowledge.

EVERY

MEMBER

SECURE
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I and my family have been through
similar experiences. The responsibilities
my wife has assumed have always been
profoundly appreciated. Women have had
much more to do with a man’s or a
family’s success than has been credited
to them. Upon finishing the book, my
reaction was to go sit beside my wife,
put my arms around her, and tell her
how much I loved her. This is indicative
of the feeling it portrays.
Having been a forest officer for several
years and associated with them for thirty
years, I find the first reference to them as
unreasonable doesn’t ring true. The second reference, showing consideration for
isolated individuals or families, is much
more in order.
This is a book for men and women. I
believe both will enjoy it.
Miss Marriott concludes that ranch
life “can be hard and tough and truly
hell for the women who live it, but it can
also come about as close to heaven as any
life a woman can live today.“--Liter
E.
Spence,
University of Idaho Extension
Service, Boise, Idaho.
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CURRENT LITERATURE
Prepared ‘by Robert R. Humphrey, Department
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

of Botany and Range Ecology,

RANGE PLANTS: Forage value, chemical composition, ecology, physiology, syslemalics
Bermuda
ANONYMOUS. Cold-resistant
grass adds hardiness to productivity.
Okla. Agr. Expt. Sta. 3 pp. (Litho.)
May 1953.
ANONYMOUS. Creeping
alfalfas
look
promising. Nat’1 Woolgrower 43: 15,16.
Apr. 1953.
ANONYMOUS. New grasses for farmers
and ranchers. Ariz. Farmer 32: 15, 20,
21. May 23, 1953.
BEARD, J. S. The Savanna vegetation of
northern
tropical
America.
Ecol.
Monog. 23: 149-215. Apr. 1953.
BODDY, HERB. New small seed suction
harvester. Calif. Farmer 198: 446.
Apr. 18, 1953.
DENMAN, CHAS E. Sudan grass. Okla.
Agr. Expt. Sta. Forage Crops Leaflet
15. 2 pp. Feb. 1953.
DOBIE, JOHN B., L. G. JONES,AND F. P.
ZSCHEILE. Alfalfa hay quality: Leaf
shatter loss greatest when hay is
handled at low moisture content. Calif.
Agric. 7: 4, 13. Apr. 1953.
ELDER, W. C. Broomsedge. Okla. Agr.
Expt. Sta. Forage Crops Leaflet 13.
2 pp. Feb. 1953.
ELDER, W. C. Bermuda grass. Okla.

Agr. Expt. Sta. Forage Crops Leaflet
14. 4 pp. Feb. 1953.
HAAS, H. J. AND G. A. ROGLER. A
technique for photographing grass roots
in Situ. Agron. Jour. 45: 173. Apr.
1953.
HAGEN, HERBERT L. Nutritive value for
deer of some forage plants in the
Sierra Nevada. Calif. Fish and Game
39: 163-175. Apr. 1953.
HARLAN, JACK R., C. E. DENMAN AND
W. C. ELDER. Okla. Agr. Expt. Sta.
Forage Crops Leaflet 16. 4 pp. Feb.
1953.
HUMPHREY, ROBERT R., A. L. BROWN,
AND A. C. EVERSON.Common Arizona
range grasses. Ariz. Agr. Expt. Sta.
Bul. 243. 102 pp. Nov. 1952.
PETERSON,ROALD A. Forage plants in a
high altitude nursery. Northern Rocky
Mountain Forest and Range Expt.
Sta. Res. Note 115. 5 pp. (Litho.)
Feb. 1953.
REYNOLDS, H. G. AND H. W. SPRINGFIELD. Reseeding southwestern range
lands with crested wheatgrass. U. S.
Dept. Agr. Farmers. Bul. 2056. 20 pp.
1953.

RANGE IMPROVEMENT:
Natural and arlijkial revegelation, noxious plant control,
mechanical improvements
ALBAUGH, REUBEN. Quarterbacking irrigated pastures. West. Livestock Jour.
31: 44, 72, 75, 77, 79, 81, 83. June
1953.
ANONYMOUS. Annual
Report-1952.
Pacific N. W. Forest and Range
Expt. Sta. Portland, Oregon. 57 pp.
(Litho.) Mar. 1953.

ANONYMOUS. Annual
Report-1952.
Southwestern Forest and Range Expt.
Sta. U. S. Forest Service. Tucson,
Ariz. 65 pp. (Mimeo.) 1953.
ANONYMOUS.California stockmen enter
nearly 5,000 acres in W. L. J. ‘more
meat, better pastures’ program. West.
Livestock Jour. 31: 50, 85. Apr. 1953.
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to
ANONYMOUS. Fertilization-passport
production. Aberdeen Angus Jour. pp.
118, 186. Apr. 1953.
ANONYMOUS.Make pastures stretch with
fertilizer. Country Gent. 123: 64. Apr.
1953.
ANONYMOUS.New concept of fertilizing
ranges. Calif. Farmer 198: 432. Apr. 18,
1953.
ANONYMOUS.When a $20 cost nets a
$110 profit. (Bringing back the grass to
Monterey
County
hillsides). Calif.
Farmer 198: 364. Apr. 4, 1953.
ANONYMOUS.Your crops may be hungry
for boron. Country Gent. 123: 38,
98-100. May 1953.
BELL, R. C. Sprinklers boost hillside
grazing. Country Gent. 123: 76, 77.
May 1953.
BIGLIN, DICK. This is hay. Water makes
the difference. West. Farm Life 55: 7.
Apr. 1, 1953.
BISWELL, H. H., A. M. SCHULTZ AND
D. W. HEDRICK. A possible method of
increasing western mountain mahogany
on game ranges. Calif. Fish and Game
39: 187-189. Apr. 1953.
BROWN, CARL B. Flood prevention
through watershed planning. Agr. Eng.
34: 159-162. Mar. 1953.
CHAPMAN, C. J. New life for hillside
pastures. Hoard’s Dairyman 98: 438.
May 1953.
DARROW, R. A., L. REYES AND R. A.
HALL. Response of Lindheimer pricklypear to 2,4,5-T and other herbicides.
Tex. Agr. Expt. Sta. Progress Report
1561. 4 pp. (Mimeo.) Mar. 1953.
DARROW, R. A., L. REYES AND R. A.
HALL. Chemical control of Huisache.
Tex. Agr. Expt. Sta. Progress Report
1560. 3 pp. (Mimeo.) Mar. 1953.
HAMILTON, FRED B. AND JOHN F.
SCHRUNK.Sprinkler vs. gravity irrigation-a
basis for choice of the best
systems. Agr. Eng. 34: 246-250. Apr.
1953.
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JACKMAN,E. R. One grass, one legume
are enough. Farm Jour. (West. Ed.)
pp. 59, 60. May 1953.
JONES, LEWIS A. Drainage as a tool for
increased crop production. Agr. Eng.
34: 239-242. Apr. 1953.
MCCULLOUGH,MARSHALLE. Science and
the cow look at pasture forage as a
feedstuff. 1. The cow as a converter of
roughage. 2. Pasture variations and
their effects on the feeding program.
Reprinted from Better Crops with
Plant Food. 14 pp. Distributed by Am.
Potash Institute, Inc. Wash. D. C.
Nov. 1952.
MUIR, JOE. Clearing pays off the first
year. Farm Jour. (West. Ed.) p. 56.
June 1953.
O’NEAL, JOHN.Two blades of grass where
thousands grew before. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 54, 119-121, 124, 126,
127, 129-133, 135. Apr. 1953.
PEEVY, FRED A. Fertilizing and seeding
forage on forest range in Louisiana.
Agron. Jour. 45, 164-166. Apr. 1953.
POSTLETHWAITE,
HERMANN.Grass magic
in Alabama. Soil Conserv. 18: 228, 229.
May 1953.
SCHULTZ, A. M. AND H. H. BISWELL.
Range reseeding-Grass
competition
studied for best rate of seeding. West.
Livestock Jour. 31: 31-33. June 1953.
SPENDLOVE,EARL. Utah rancher corrals
wandering stream before it stampedes
all the top soil. West. Farm Life 55: 6.
May 1, 1953.
THOMPSON,W. R. Here comes the South.
Dixie’s remarkable success with grassland-livestock
demonstrates new opportunities and methods that are open
to you no matter where you live.
Country Gent. 123: 39, 94-96. May
1953.
ZUKEL, JOHN W. Temporary grass inhibition with maleic hydrazide. Agr.
Chem. 8: 45-47, 143. Mar. 1953.
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watershed protection,

ANONYMOUS.Rain-makers can increase
natural rainfall. Calif. Farmer 198:
447. Apr. 18, 1953.

wildlife,

recreation,

soils, erosion

FRANK. Some plant-soil-water
relations in watershed management. U. S.
Dept. Agr. Circ. 910. 64 pp. 1952.
ANONYMQUS.Range management versus MALIN, JAMESC. Soil, animal and plant
relations of the grassland, historically
drouth. Texas Agr. Ext. Service C-320.
reconsidered. Sci. Monthly 76: 207-220.
8 pp. Feb. 1953.
Apr. 1953.
ANONYMOUS.The U.S.D.A. Page-Your
MARTIN,
F. R. AND L. W. KREFTING.
1953 insect guide. Here’s a control for
The
Necedah
refuge deer irruption.
every bug. Country Gent. 123: 46, 47,
Jour.
Wildlife
Mangt.
17: 166-176. Apr.
49, 51. May 1953.
1953.
AVERY, BEN. Another land grab. Ariz.
MCMILLAN, JOHNF. Measures of associaWildlife-Sportsman. 24: 18, 19. May
tion between moose and elk on feeding
1953.
grounds. Jour. Wildlife Mangt. 17:
BOSTICK, VERNON. The influence of
162-166. Apr. 1953.
vegetation on water yield. N. Mex.
PETERSON,
WILLIS. Elk survey. Ariz.
Stockman 18: 12, 100. Mar. 1953.
Wildlife-Sportsman
24 : 26-30. May
CANTLON, J. E. AND M. F. BUELL.
1953.
Controlled burning-its
broader ecoRONEY, J. N. Grasshopper control. West.
logical aspects. Bartonia 26 : 48-52.
Livestock Jour. 31: 155, 158. June
1952.
1953.
CHAMBLEE,D. S., R. L. LOVVORN AND
SMITH,JUSTING. AND ODELL JULANDER.
W. W. WOODHOUSE,JR. The influence
Deer and sheep competition in Utah.
of nitrogen fertilization and manageJour. Wildlife Mangt. 17: 101-l 12.
ment on the yield,. botanical composiApr. 1953.
content
of a
tion, and nitrogen
VAN BAVEL, C. H. M. A drought criterion
permanent pasture. Agron. Jour. 45:
and its application
in evaluating
158-164. Apr. 1953.
drought incidence and hazard. Agron.
Ecological Society of America Index :
Jour. 45: 167-172. Apr. 1953.
Ecology Vols. l-30. 1920-1949. 212 pp.
VAN BAVEL, C. H. M. What irrigation
$4.00. College Station, Durham, N. C.
may mean to you. Hoard’s Dairyman
GAMMON, N. JR., W. G. BLUE, J. R.
98: 436,437. May 1953.
NELLER, D. W. JONES, H. W. LUNDY, WEAVER, HAROLD. A preliminary report
G. E. RITCHEY.Maintaining fertility in
on
prescribed
burning
in virgin
mineral soils under permanent pasture.
ponderosa pine. Ariz. Cattlelog 8 :
Fla. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. 515. 31 pp.
16-25. May 1953.
Mar. 1953.
WOOLFOLK,E. J. Some observations on a
HOOVER, MARVIN D. Interception of
white-tailed deer winter range in Idaho.
rainfall in a young loblolly
pine
Northern Rocky Mountain Forest and
plantation. Southeastern Forest Expt.
Range Expt. Sta. Res. Note 116.
Sta. Paper 21. 13 pp. (Lithographed.)
(Lithographed.) Feb. 1953.
1953.
WORKMAN, E. J. Rainmaking-haphazKITTAMS, WALTER H. Reproduction of
ard attempts to induce greater rainfall
Yellowstone elk. Jour. Wildlife Mangt.
can be harmful, expert says. West.
17: 177-184. Apr. 1953.
Livestock Jour. 31: 57, 80, 82. Apr.
1953.
LASSEN,LEON, H. W. LULL ANDBERNARD
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RANGE AND LIVESTOCKECONOMICS:Land utilization, public land administration, cost
OSproduction, coordination of range and ranch
ANONYMOUS. Cheaper
gains-quality
pasture and range supplements provide
return of an extra profit. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 93, 94. June 1953.
ANONYMOUS.Federal rural lands and how
they are used. Amer. Cattle Prod. pp.
12, 16. Apr. 1953.
ANONYMOUS.H.R. 4023: Uniform federal
grazing land act with explanations.
Nat’1 Woolgrower 43: 8-10. Apr. 1953.
ANONYMOUS. Four low-cost plans for
easier silage harvest. Country Gent.
123: 34, 35. May 1953.
BEAR, FIRMAN E. I believe . . . that the
accomplishments of the Soil-Conservation Districts show how important local.

farmer direction is in the success of any
national agricultural program. Country
Gent. 123: 12, 14. Apr. 1953.
BURLINGAME,BURT J. Will it pay me to
switch to chopped green alfalfa? Calif.
Farmer 198: 372, 373. Apr. 4, 1953.
FEDERALINTERMEDIATE
CREDITBANK OF
WICHITA. Livestock trends (maps and
statistics) 3 pp. Wichita, Kansas. Mar.
1953.
SAVILLE, R. J. Livestock changes on
Mississippi farms during 1952. Miss.
Farm Res. 16: 5. Apr. 1953.
TAPP, JESSE W. Outlook for Western
business. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 37,
53. May 1953.

RANGE LIVESTOCKMANAGEMENT:Production, *feeding, marketing, history
ALLEN, J. C. How to build a trench silo.
Country Gent. 123: 102. May 1953.
ANONYMOUS.Cattle gains on dry land
alfalfa. Calif. Farmer 198: 383. Apr.
4, 1953.
ANONYMOUS. A system for wintering,
pasturing and finishing beef calves in
Idaho. Westland Pasture Jour. 4: 1.
Apr. 1953.
ANONYMOUS.More grain, forage with new
varieties. Country Gent. 123: 64. May
1953.
ANONYMOUS. Success with shorthorns.
West. Livestock Jour. 31: 46, 49-52,
May 1953.
ANONYMOUS.The shorthorn story. West.
Livestock Jour. 31: 38, 39. May 1953.
BLOOMFIELD,HOWARD. “Sheep pay me
best”. Country Gent. 123: 40, 105. May
1953.
ELAM, F. LELAND.Don’t let parasites rob
your pocketbook. West. Livestock Jour.
31: 40, 41, 60, 61, 65, 72. May 1953.
ELAM, F. LELAND. Feed them supplements. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 47,
91, 92. June 1953.

GIFFORD, CLAUDE W. The future for
purebreds. Farm Jour. (West. Ed.)
pp. 37, 170-172. May 1953.
GILL, J. B., R. E. COATS AND R. H.
MEANS. Spring, fall and year-round
calving systems studied at Brown
Loam Branch Station. Miss. Farm
Res. 16: 1, 2. Apr. 1953.
HEERWAGEN, ARNOLD. The proof is in
the pounds. West. Livestock Jour.
31: 51, 71, 72, 75, 76, 78. Apr. 1953.
HERVEY, CAMERON. Fat is cheap-let’s
feed it. Farm Jour. (West. Ed.) p. 31.
June 1953.
HOWELL, C. E. Nutrition of horsesfeeding quality rations is sound basis for
growing healthy animals. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 178-182. June 1953.
HURTT, LEON C. Herding cattle on small
public range units. West. Livestock
Jour. 31: 46, 85, 86. June 1953.
JEWELL, BENSON M. Long hay silage.
Breeder’s Gaz. 118: 8. May 1953.
KONKLE, W. W. Feed minerals when
forages are poor. Country Gent. 123:
72. May 1953.
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MARTIN, WALTER W.
Rambouillets
versus newcomers.
Columbias
and
Targhees hold edge in south Utah range
sheep research. West. Farm Life 55:
7, 25. Apr. 15, 1953.
MILLER, LLOYD D. For all-round performance it’s hard to ‘beat the blacks’.
West. Livestock Jour. 31: 36, 37, 52,
54, 57. June 1953.
MILLER, ROBERT F. Feedlots are here to
stay. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 45,
125. June 1953.
MOORE, L. A., H. M. IRVIN AND J. C.
SHAW. Relationship between TDN and
energy values of feeds. Jour. Dairy Sci.
36: 93-97. Feb. 1953.
OVERFELT,HAROLD. “Here’s what we’re
doing with Angus”. West. Livestock
Jour. 31: 48, 49, 90. June 1953.
PATTERSON, PHIL J. More beef-fewer
cows. Country Gent. 123: 106, 108.
Apr. 1953.
PEPPER, J. H., J. P. CORKINS, L. N.
GRAHAM, D. R. MERKLEY, N. L.
ANDERSON.Montana insect pests. 1951
and 1952. Mont. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul.
484.34 pp. 1953.
PICKETT, W. G. Grading beef bulls is
“buyer protection”. West. Farm Life
55: 45, 60. Apr. 1, 1953.
it
RAUM, EARLE S. Fly control-is
possible in 1953? Hoard’s Dairyman.
98: 429,452. May 1953.

SCHMAUTZ,JACK E. Beef production on
mountain summer ranges. Northern
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
Expt. Sta. Research Note 118. 7 pp.
(Mimeo.) Apr. 1953.
SIERK, C. F. Roundup of facts on
dwarfism in beef cattle. Idaho Agr.
Sci. 38: 3. Second Quarter, 1953.
SMITH, WALTER H. Progress with Angus.
Great breed of blacks sets record of
remarkable growth in the West. West.
Livestock Jour. 31: 63-65. June 1953.
STANLEY, E. B. Roughage feeds-low
quality products can be converted to
usable forms. West. Livestock Jour.
31: 94, 96, 98, 100. May 1953.
STERN, E. GEORGE. The L-shaped fence
staple. Agr. Eng. 34: 227-230. Apr.
1953.
STEWART,ROBERT E. Absorption of solar
radiation by the hair of cattle. Agr.
Eng. 34: 235-238. Apr. 1953.
VAN VLACK, C. H. Put up hay safely
with a drier. Hoard’s Dairyman 98:
430, 446. May 1953.
WENNBLOM, RALPH D. Silage or hay?
You don’t have to make both! Farm
Jour. (West. Ed.) pp. 34, 35, 134. June
1953.
ZMOLEK, WM. G. Tap beef profits by
early finish. Country Gent. 123: 62.
Apr. 1953.

RANGE AND PASTUREMANAGEMENT:Management plans, surveys, utilization,
maintenance, condition
ANONYMOUS.Irrigated pasture tips. West.
Livestock Jour. 31: 45. May 1953.
ANONYMOUS. Nomad alfalfa. Breeder’s
Gaz. 118: 15. Apr. 1953.
BEESON, W. M. Make a ton of beef per
acre. Breeder’s Gaz. 118: 10. May
1953.
Big Hole
BIGLIN, DICK. Montana’s
country. Rich in history, cattle and
grass. West. Farm Life 55: 13. May
1953.

BURTON, GLENN W., S. A. PARHAM,
B. L. SOUTHWELLAND J. L. STEPHENS.
Winter grazing in Georgia coastal
plain. Coastal Plain Expt. Sta. Bul. 47.
41. pp. Rev. Aug. 1952.
DUTTON, WALT L. Forest grazing in the
United States. Jour. Forestry 51: 248251. Apr. 1953.
FORBES, ROBERT H. The Circle-C-an
empire of grass and cattle. A pioneer
Idaho Hereford ranch uses Angus bulls
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for an extra calf crop. West. Livestock
Jour. 31: 50, 161, 162. June 1953.
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MACDONALD,LYN. Salt, Sudan and select
cows. West. Livestock Jour. 31: 38,
105, 108. June 1953.
HAIMES, BRIAN J. The hungry steppes.
PICKETT, WILBURN G. Herefords, grass,
Amer. Forests 59: 24, 25, 47. Mar.
water-a livelihood for Sellman Broth1953.
ers. West. Farm Life 55: 36. May 1,
HALLS, L. K., B. L. SOUTHWELL
ANDF. E.
1953.
KNOX. Burning and grazing in coastal
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST AND RANGE
plain forests. Ga. Coastal Plain Expt.
EXPT. STA. Annual Report-1952.
64
Sta. Bul. 51. 33 pp. Nov. 1952.
pp. plus appendix pp. I-IV. Ft. Collins,
HAMMAN,A. J. Pasture irrigation should
Cola. 1953.
begin with seeding. West. Farm Life
ROWE, P. A. Western Canada’s irrigation
55: 20. May 1953.
schemes. World Crops 5: 138-140.
HOSAKA, E. Y. AND N. K. CARLSON.
Apr.
1953.
Irrigated pastures for Hawaii. Univ. of
SHEPHERD,
W. 0. Effects of burning and
Hawaii Ext. Bul. 56. 31 pp. July 1952.
grazing flatwoods forest ranges. SouthHUMPHREY, ROBERT R. Forage proeastern Forest Expt. Sta. Res. Note
duction on Arizona ranges. III. Mohave
30. 2 pp. (Processed.) May 1953.
County. Ariz. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul.
STALLINGS,J. H. Continuous plant cover
244. 79 pp. Map. Feb. 1953.
-the key to soil and water conservaILLINGWORTH,FRANK. Farming within
tion. Jour. Soil and Water Conserv. 8:
the Arctic Circle. World Crops 5: 13563-68. Mar. 1953.
137. Apr. 1953.
WETTSTEIN, E. D. New era-farm
KIESSELBACH,T. A. Wheat harvest cut
management mistakes are most imby late grazing. Country Gent. 123:
portant today. West. Livestock Jour.
31: 115-118. May 1953.
59. Apr. 1953.

RANGE

STUDENT ROUNDUP

1952-1953

AGRICULTURALAND MECHANICAL
COLLEGEOF TEXAS
Thirty students received B.S. degrees
in Range and Forestry in 1953. Most of
these men entered the armed forces soon
after graduation.
Master of Science degrees in Range
Management were awarded to Eamor
Nord, Paul Koshi, Leo Merrill, and
Charles Leinweber.
E. C. Conard, Lincoln, Nebraska, received his Ph.D. degree in June, 1953.
Other students working toward advanced degrees in Range Management
include :
W. Leroy Adcock, Houston, Texas
William Cavin, Albuquerque, N. M.
Vincon L. Duvall, Wichita Falls, Texas
Venoia M. Harris, Uvalde, Texas
Donald L. HUSS,Menard, Texas
Paul T. Koshi, Goldthwaite, Texas
John E. McCaleb,. Kerrville, Texas
Leo B. Merrill, Sonora, Texas
Eamor C. Nord, Las Vegas, N. M.
Gene F. Payne, Bozeman, Montana
Floyd W. Pond, Colorado City, Texas
Donald Hervey, Fort Collins, Colo.
V. Glen Stickley, Basin, Wyoming
Gerald W. Thomas, Small, Idaho
Mohammed Meshkaty, Iran
Judd Morrow, Lubbock, Texas
Lewis Yarlett, Georgetown, Texas
Ed F. Smith, Manhattan, Kansas
Garland Hoffman, San Angelo, Texas
The usual range field practice course for
juniors was cancelled this summer since
all of the qualified students accepted work
with the Soil Conservation Service, U. S.
Forest Service, or the Bureau of Land
Management. However, the summer field
course for county agents and vocational
agriculture teachers was held from June
29 to July 17.

Guests of the Range and Forestry
Club this year have included Ray Price,
Director of the Southwestern Range and
Forestry Experiment Station, D. W.
Williams, Vice-Chancellor of the Texas
A. & M. College System, and Roy
Gough of the S. C. S. State office at
Temple. The theme for this year’s
Mothers’ Day exhibit was “Keys to Successful Range Management.” Club officers this year are Ken Hall, Jakie Landers,
Joe Schuster, Bob Landrum, and Eugene
Lechikar. Regular semester barbeques
were held for students, faculty, and wives
at Hensel Park this year.
Range and Forestry field trips carried
students into many parts of the State
this year. Outstanding ranches visited
included the McFaddin Ranch, Victoria,
the W. A. Blackwell Ranch at Cuero,
Flat Top Ranch at Walnut Springs,
Hinkson Ranch at Graford, Clayton
Ranch at Bryson, and the Richards
Ranch near Jacksboro. Trips were made
to the Angelina, Davy Crockett, and Sam
Houston National Forests.
Honor awards were presented by the
School of Agriculture to the following
seniors in the Range and Forestry Department : Bobby Ragsdale, Junction;
Norwin Linnartz, Boerne; Alex Ringhoffer, Cross Plains; John Merrill, Fort
Worth; and Jim Moore, Galveston. These
awards are presented annually to outstanding seniors on the basis of scholastic
standing, extra-curricular activities, leadership qualities, and personality.
The annual award to the outstanding
range management student in the State,
presented by the Texas Section, ASRM,
was presented to Norwin Linnartz of
Texas A. & M. H. L. Leithead, Chairman
of the Texas Section, presented Linnartz
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with an engraved tie clasp at theyannual
section meeting in Alpine on December 8,
1952. The institutional award, a plaque,
was presented W. G. McCully representing the Department of Range and Forestry, Texas A. & M.-W.
J. Waldrip and
G. W. Thomas.
&
COLORADO

AGRICULTURAL

MECHANICAL
1952 graduates

AND

COLLEGE

from

the Grazing

Range

Management

rently

employed

in various

widely

dispersed

areas as follows

and

are cur-

Department

positions

in

:

Grazing Majors
Durwood W. Davis-Range
Conservationist, Craig, Colorado
Robert K. Griffin-Range
Conservationist , Westcliff e, Colorado
Royal G. D. Holl-Graduate
Research
Assistant in Range Management,
University of Idaho, Moscow
James 0. Wyatt, Jr.-Range Conservationist, Cotulla, Texas
Range Management Majors
Raymond M. Housley-Junior
Forester, Carson Nat’l. Forest, Taos,
N. M.
John J. Mahon-Forester,
Chicago
Mill & Lumber Co., South Fork,
Cola.
Robert J. Miller-Junior
Forester,
Manti Nat’l. Forest, Nephi, Utah
Joe L. Vigil-Junior
Forester, White
Forest, Glenwood
River
Nat’l.
Springs, Colorado
Graduate Students
Richard L. Driscoll-Range
Conservationist, Pacific N. W. Forest and
Range Exp. Sta., La Grande, Oregon
Klemmedson-Fellow
in
James
0.
Range
Management,
completing
M.S. degree.
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Donald F. Hervey was promoted to
the position of Associate Professor in
Range Management and Chief of the
Forestry and Range Management Section
of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment
Station, July 1, 1952.
Instructor Charles Terwilliger, Jr. is
being promoted to the rank of Assistant
Professor, effective with the school year
1953-1954.
Mr. Gordon E. Gatherum will join the
staff of the department as Instructor in
Range Management and Assistant Range
Conservationist in the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, July 1,
1953. Mr. Gatherum, a 1948 forestry
graduate from the University of Washington with a M.S. degree in Range Management from Utah State in 1950, has been
teaching range management in the Agronomy Department at Texas Technological
College for the past three school years.
Eleven grazing and range management
students, Jv. Iranfar (special foreign
FAO student from Iran) and Professor
D. F. Hervey left on the fourth annual
range management spring camp program,
April 14. They had previously spent three
weeks on germination and reseeding problems, experimental plot technique, and in
completing an intensive management plan
for the Ripple Ranch near Fort Collins.
The
Central
Plains
Experimental
Range was visited enroute to Sterling.
Here the effects of intensity of stocking
and season of use studies were explained
by E. G. Klipple of the Rocky Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station.
Methods of improving sandhills rangelands were explained to the group by
Harvey Harris at Sterling. Experimental
range management techniques were studied
at Eastern Colorado Range Station near
Akron. Sandhill ranch management planning was explained to the group by Kenneth Conrad of Wray.
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Much of the second week was spent
under the tutorage of E. H. McIlvain at
the Southern Great Plains Experimental
Range, studying range management and
improvement research projects. Here the
group thawed out in 93” temperatures for
the first time. Cliff Etter, Soil Conserva. tionist, and Ray McMillen, Rancher, explained sandhill stabilization and practical ranch operations near Lamar to
round out the week.
Worth Karn, Area Conservationist instructed the class in the program and
problems of administering the Southern
Otero County Land Utilization project
during the first part of the third week of
the field camp. His pointers on public
relations and benefits from proper stocking in one of the most arid’ zones of the
State proved to be timely tips for future
administrators in the group. The group
moved to Colorado Springs at the end of
the week to continue future field studies
as follows :
Date

Place

May l-10

Colorado Springs,
Colorado
Gunnison, Cobrado

May 11-12

May 13-14

Grand Junction,
Colorado

May 15-22

Delta, Colorado

May 23-26

Salida, Colorado

May 27-29

Manitou Experimental Forest,
Woodland Park,
Colorado

Program

Soil conservation plan for
Johnson cattle ranch.
Big game range and
mountain meadow improvement studies.
Desert winter range management, soil and moisture conservation program (BLM), halogeton
control studies.
Sheep range management
plan, and Western Slope
research studies.
National Forest range administration studies.
Watershed range management, and range improvement
research
studies.

As indicated, the plan of operation is to
place the students under the tutorage of
experienced ranchers, range administrators, and research men. Typical plains,
mountain, and intermountain
problem
areas are studied gaining a knowledge of
typical operations, management
plans,
range problems and their solution. Thus,
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students link the technical and theoretical
with the practical, and understand how
to proceed in professional positions upon
graduation.

FORT

HAYS

KANSAS

STATE

COLLEGE

Graduate and advanced students at
FHKSC are now engaged in or have recently completed a series of problems
involving various aspects of range management.
Floyd Kinsinger has just completed a
Z-year study on the effects of various
frequencies and intensities of clipping
upon the yield of forage and storage of
carbohydrates in the underground parts
of three grasses. He has found the moderately clipped plots differed but little from
the control (unclipped) but both yield and
carbohydrate reserves were greatly reduced where clipping was frequent and
close.
Robert Gibbens has completed a project on the root and top development of
five native legumes under nursery conditions during first year of growth from
seed. The plants used in this study included two species of Psoralea, two species
of Petalostemon, and one species of Vi&a.
Mr. Gibbens found that at the end of the
season roots on all plants had penetrated
the soil to a depth of six to seven feet. It
is hoped that some of these legumes might
prove adaptable for use in revegetation
work.
Several students are doing research on a
320-acre virgin prairie adjacent to the
Cedar Bluff Reservoir. This prairie has
been leased from the Bureau of Reclamation for a period of 5 years in order to
make ecological and taxonomic studies.
Results will be used to compare with
conditions on pastures that have been
utilized at various intensities.
These
comparisons should prove valuable in
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determining proper stocking rates for this
and other locations.
Harland Dietz has made a comparison
of yields under various amounts of basal
cover on all important habitats. Mr. Dietz
found that yields on closed cover were
often as much as two times those on the
more open cover.
James Franks is comparing yields of
seven native grasses growing in pure
stands on various sites. Considerable differences in the yield of these grasses were
found in the first year’s data. The study
will be continued for another year. The
results from this study should be helpful
in classifying range condition.
LeRay Stinemetz is making a vegetational map of the prairie. This will include
the cover and composition furnished by
all the grasses occurring here in relation
to topography and direction of slopes.
It will also include the frequency of all
the forbs present.
MONTANASTATE COLLEGE
Each year the Juniors and Seniors
majoring in range management are introduced to some of the conditions and
experiences that they undoubtedly will
find of value in their profession as range
managers. Our experiences began May 24,
1952 as we left the city of Bozeman,
Montana on our annual spring field trip,
and began to work our way southward to
Idaho. Our first major stop was at the
U. S. Sheep Experiment
Station
at
Dubois, Idaho where we inspected the
ranges of this station along with some of
the reseeding experiments and practices
carried on there. The Benmore Experimental Range at Benmore, Utah was the
second high-light of the trip where we
spent a day observing range reseeding
practices and utilization trials of crested
wheatgrass on a semi-arid range. The
homeward journey was through the semi-
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desert country of southwestern Wyoming,
up through the Jackson Hole country,
Yellowstone Park and home again.
Complete camping equipment was the
gear for the trip. Lodging was from sleeping bags which were brought by each
student, and our meals were cooked on
the open fire. Everyone pitched in to
help with the cooking so it was difficult to
decide who was to blame for spoiling the
stew. Complaints were voluminous but
no one ended up with indigestion.
Students participating in this annual
event feel that it offers them an opportunity to observe and study a wide
variety of different range types and conditions, along with gaining experience in
the field. The 1953 field trip will cover
the major portions of Montana and extend to the Dominion Range Experiment
Station at Manyberries, Alberta, Canada.
A Range Management
display, exhibited at the Montana Winter Fair held
at Bozeman, March 21-27, was a center
of interest (Fig. 1). The display was
shown by the Student Chapter of the
Northern
Great Plains Section of the
American Society of Range Management
at Montana State College.
The theme of the display was “Good
Range Management Pays.” A comparison
of two actual range samples, one in good
condition, the other in poor condition,
was used to illustrate the theme. Defini“decreaser”,
and
tions of “increaser”,
“invader” were part of the display and
ribbons attached to each plant of each
sample led to the plant’s classification. In
addition, each plant was tagged with its
common name.
A short guide describing how to manage
a range properly was included. It consisted of: (1) proper stocking rates, (2)
improved
livestock
distribution,
(3)
proper season of use, and (4) proper kind
and class of livestock.

The range display received considerable
study. Interest in the display was perhaps
heightened by the drop in cattle prices
and the near drought condition existing in
the state last fall.
Mr. Payne was on leave of absence
during the 1952-53 school year, taking
advanced studies at Texas A. & M. College. Mr. John Butcher, a Montana State
College alumnus, NBS on temporary sppointment during this time to help carry
on the teaching and research activities of
the Department.
Mr. Willson, Head of the Department
of Animal Industry & Range Management, was on leave during the winter
quarter, during which time he visited
personnel of the range livestock experimental units in the central and southwestern range states to discuss livestock
problems.
4
NEW MEXICO COLLEGEOF
AGRICULTURALAND
MECHANICALARTS
The 1952 range management camp
consisted of five weeks intensive study of

range management methods and conditions over the state. Approximately three
reeks were spent in working on the college
ranch with practice in research methods,
range survey, condition classification,
brush control and the like. This workwas
on &II 8-hour day, 5 days meekly basis
with detailed reports on each phase of
the work. The students maintained that
writer’s cramp was the main hazard encountered.
Past experience has shown that a tour
of two weeks’ duration was too tiring for
maximum benefits to t,he student. For
this rei~~on the 1952 plan was for three
tours of shorter duration with a return to
the campus and college ranch in between.
The first tour of six days included visits
to life zones of the western side and northern end of the state. Planned stops mere
made on the Navajo Indian Reservation,
the Espirto de Santo Grant, extensive
reseeding areas on the Carson National
Forest, Las Pueblitos Grant near Las
Vegas and the Tijeras Ranch near
E&n&.
Observations on erosion control, mater spreading, reseeding, and grazing management were the principal ob-
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jectives on this tour. At each planned
stop the project or ranch manager conducted the party to points of special
interest and gave detailed accounts of the
work.
A second tour of three days into southwestern New Mexico consisted of visits to
the E. 0. Moore ranch near Carlsbad,
studies on mesquite control near Lovington, juniper control on the Mescallero
Apache Reservation, and range condition
observations throughout. The deferred
grazing system in operation on the Moore
ranch was an eye-opener and easily the
highlight of this tour.
The third tour of two days included
visits to the A. D. Brownfield ranch near
Deming, the Kingston Ranger Station,
Forest Service reseeding trials near Silver
City and the Silver City watershed.
The system of shorter tours with a rest
break in between appeared quite beneficial in maintaining student interest. It
seems much superior to the former
method of staying on the road for ten
days or two weeks.

OREGON

STATE COLLEGE

A three-day field trip to the Fort Rock
area of Lake county, Oregon, was made
by the range survey methods class in
October 1952. Members of the class,
under the supervision of their instructor,
D. W. Hedrick, studied methods of determining range composition and density in
the semi-arid region. Studies on abandoned cropland which had been seeded to
crested wheatgrass were made in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management and the State Extension Service,
who are evaluating results of crested
wheatgrass seedings in Central Oregon.
Permanent photo stations and transects
were established in an area seeded to
crested wheatgrass in the autumn of 1951.
Those participating in the studies in
addition to the Oregon State College
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group were rancher Reuben Long of Fort
Rock; Bureau of Land Management
personnel from Portland, Prineville, and
Lakeview ; and Elgin Cornett, Lake
county extension agent.
In February, 1953, the range management planning class with instructor D.
W. Hedrick visited the Ochoco National
Forest in Central Oregon to study the
administration of summer cattle and
sheep allotments in that area. F. C.
Fosburg, district ranger for the Snow
Mountain District, supplied information
on a cattle allotment from which members
of the class individually completed a
range management planning assignment.
Charles E. Poulton, head of range
management at Oregon State College,
will complete his residence requirements
leading to a doctorate in botany at Washington State College in June, 1953. Professor Poulton is majoring in plant
ecology and minoring in soils; his thesis
problem concerns a study of the ecology
of range grasslands in Eastern Oregon.
Kenneth Livingston, who received his
bachelor’s degree in fish and game at
Oregon State College in 1951, completed
requirements leading to a master’s degree
in range management at Oregon State
in March 1953. Livingston’s thesis dealt
with the composition and ‘production of
native and improved pastures in Western
Oregon. He will be employed with the
Soil Conservation Service at LaGrande,
Oregon.
Two students whose major interest is
in range management began work toward
doctorates in September 1952, at Oregon
State. Vlassios T. Valassis, a native of
Greece who received his master’s degree
at the University of Nebraska, was
granted the Hyslop fellowship in farm
crops after coming to Oregon State. He is
majoring in farm crops with a thesis
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problem in range management
(range
management at Oregon State is jointly
administered by the Departments of Farm
Crops and Animal Husbandry). Valassis
plans to return to Greece when he has
completed his scholastic work in this
country. A. C. Everson was on the faculty
at the University of Arizona, in the department of botany and range ecology,
before coming to Oregon State for advanced study. Everson completed his
bachelor’s degree in forestry at the University of Idaho in 1945, and his master’s
in range management at Utah State in
1949.
A 1953 Oregon State graduate in fish
and game, Arthur Gerity, was recently
granted a two-year research assistantship
at the University of Nevada to aid in an
evaluation study of large scale halogeton
control in that state. While at Oregon
State, Gerity took elective work in range
management
and plant ecology.-&&
Hardie .
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Fifty students are enrolled in courses of
range management
at Berkeley
this
semester. Their backgrounds are quite
varied; 18 have always lived in cities,
while the others have had varying
amounts of farm or ranch experience.
Their major subjects are equally diverse,
including forestry, agricultural economics,
wildlife conservation,
entomology, soil
science, and geography.
Five of the students are citizens of
Israel, studying range management, forecoestry, education and agricultural
nomics. Their studies of agriculture and
range management in California probably
will be more applicable in Israel than
they would be in other regions of the
United States since the California climate
and vegetation are similar to those of
Israel.

Three range management students are
working on the Ph.D.
degree : Lee
Burcham is specializing in range ecology
and geography ; Hudson Reynolds in
range animal ecology and wildlife conservation; and Ralph Fenner in range
economics.
Two range management students are
working on the M.S. degree : James Mallory is writing a thesis on vegetation
and land use on the Hopland Field Station in Mendocino County; and Charles
Graham is preparing a thesis on the development of a method of evaluating
2,4-D spray distribution.
Professor Sampson gave a talk on the
future of range research before the forestry club at Utah State College on
April 9.
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
Range students played a prominent
part in the recent organization of the
Northern Idaho Chapter of the Idaho
Section of the American Society of Range
Larry Young, senior in
Management.
Range Management, was organizing chairman, while several other fellows helped
in setting things up. Frank
Beitia,
another Range student, was elected as
Secretary-Treasurer
of the new Chapter.
At the first meeting on January 15,
1953 Mr. Liter Spence, Range Extension
Specialist of the University and a former
chairman of the Idaho section spoke on
“What do you expect from the Society?”
At the second meeting, held late in
March, a panel discussion was held on
the subject of “Livestock and big game
competition on the range”. Several students took part in this discussion, which
if it solved no problems, did help to
clarify some points.
Forestry Week at the University of
Idaho was very successful with Range
students taking an active part. Delmar
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Vail, a senior in Range Management, was
general chairman of the week while Joe
Helle was in charge of displays. Joe and
Howard Westergard, along with other
range students, prepared a display showing various phases of range management
such as overstocking, proper management, depletion, and reseeding. A poisonous plant display was also shown.
The purpose of the week is to inform
the public, especially the youth of the
State, of the value of the natural resources and the methods of protecting and
properly using these resources. Some of
the activities that help accomplish this
objective are high school contacts where
Forestry students talk and show films on
the subject of conservation to high school
students in the State. Youth projects are
also carried on in which contact is made
with 4-H, FFA, and Boy Scout groups.
Campus activities during the week helped
to publicize the week at the University.
This year following the lead of the class
of ‘52, the range seniors wound up their
formal education with a g-day field trip.
The trip began by heading east to the
Northern Rocky Mountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station at Missoula,
Montana. Current research on range
problems in this area was explained by
Mr. E. J. Woolfolk and his staff. In this
vicinity some good examples of range
and livestock management were seen
along with range reseeding practices of a
private operator through a visit to the
O’Hare Ranch.
Saying adieu to Montana, the caravan
of nine senior students and Dr. E. W.
Tisdale hurried down to the U. S. Sheep
Experiment Station in Idaho where Mr.
J. P. Blaisdell and other members of his
staff from the Forest Service and Bureau
of Animal Industry were friendly hosts.
We saw much that was very interesting
in the management of sagebrush-grass
range, reseeding of range land, and the
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breeding program being carried on with
sheep. In the evening we had a discussion
of range sheep improvement programs
with Director Julius Nordby.
The next day the group travelled to
Burley via Arco, Craters of the Moon,
and Shoshone, noting along the way sand
dune and salt-desert shrub types of vegetation. In the afternoon we met the
B.L.M. personnel at the Burley office and
became acquainted with the work they
are doing in that district. In the Raft
River area range types, halogeton research, and reseeding areas were examined. Sight-seeing was enjoyed with a
visit to the Silent City of Rocks on the
way to Boise.
During our pause at Boise we were
happy to have an informal meeting with
a few of the Society’s members of that
area discussing grazing and range problems.
Near Emmett infestations of Medusahead were examined. Mr. Rinard of the
S.C.S. explained the role of the Soil
Conservation
Service
in the range
country.
The final days of the trip were spent at
the Blue Mountain Research Center of
the Forest Service near LaGrande, Oregon, where we were shown work being
done on grazing problems of the Blue
Mountain country.
By doing our own cooking and sleeping
out, our costs were kept to a minimum for
the 1500-mile trip.
On this excursion, the group had an
opportunity to examine and gain an
appreciation of land management problems in various range areas and on a number of range types. The plains grassland
of Montana, bunchgrass, sagebrush-grass,
and salt-desert shrub of Idaho, and the
coniferous forest type in the Blue Mountains of Oregon were examined on the
field trip.
Most of the Range Management grad-
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uates of 1952 are now employed by land
management agencies or doing graduate
work.
Dale Andrus, Boyce
Coffey, Ken
Foucar, Bill Leavell, Carl McCrillis and
Joe Thackaberry are all with the Bureau
of Land Management in Regions 1 and 3.
Ted Ingersoll and George Racely have
positions with the Forest Service.
Two of last year’s graduates, Joe
Basile and Bob VanKleeck are doing
graduate work at Idaho. Joe in Wildlife
Management and Bob in Range Economics. Duane Lloyd’s graduate work at
Utah State was interrupted by the draft.
Glen Fulcher, a graduate in 1951, and
employed by the B.L.M. at Shoshone,
Idaho is on educational leave doing
graduate work at the University of Wisconsin where he received a research assistantship in Public Land Administration.
Lee Sharp, Instructor in Range Management, is chairman of the newlyformed Northern Idaho Chapter, as well
as a council member.on the Idaho section,
American Society of Range Management.
Min Hironaka and Royal Ho11 are continuing their research on the ecology and
control of St. Johnswort and halogeton
respectively.
A new Range Fellowship was made
available recently for a new, cooperative
project entitled “The evaluation of range
improvement practices in Idaho”.
George Zappettini, who received his
Master’s degree in 1952, is now with the
Nevada Extension Service at Tonapah,
Nevada, where he takes care of extension
work in two counties and part of a third
one.
UNIVERSITYOF NEVADA
Richard A. Gerity, a wildlife major
from Oregon State, started his work as a
research assistant during the spring term

of 1953. He replaces R. Keith Miller of
Wyoming who has been called into
military service. Mr. Gerity will work on
the evaluation of large-scale control
measures directed against halogeton. The
project is cooperative between the B. L.
M. and the Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station with quarters at the Ruby
substation near Wells, Nevada under
agreement with the Intermountain Forest
and Range Experiment Station, Ogden,
Utah.
Three of the five students who made the
annual range field trip in June are members of the A. S. R. M. The meeting of
the Nevada Section at Caliente, Nevada,
and a visit to the Desert Experimental
Range of the Intermountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station were included.

UNIVERSITYOF WYOMING
Three students, two secretaries, and
two instructors have joined in initiating
the first graduate student scholarship
fund in the University of Wyoming College of Agriculture. Contributions have
been made by R. L. Lang and A. A.
Beetle, associate professors of agronomy,
range-management students Frank Rauzi,
Zene Bohrer, and William Laycock, and
by Mrs. J. T. Field, range management
secretary, and Margaret Hesemann, secretary of agronomy and agricultural economics.
It is planned that the scholarship fund
will be sponsored by the Wyoming Section
of the American Society of Range Management and will be offered to graduate
students in range management as soon as
the fund is large enough.
The scholarship is entitled “Range
Management Scholarship” until a more
appropriate name can be found, Beetle
said. Contributions from interested persons are welcome, he added.
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For the third time in a row, the Range
Management students at the University
of Wyoming have taken first place in
booth display at the Little International
held on the Wyoming Campus. A blue
ribbon and an inscription on the plaque
already held for two previous years were
awarded to the students.
The prize-winning booth was based on
the theme “Range Management Leads
the Way to Prosperity in Wyoming’s
Agriculture.” The booth consisted of an
electric train speeding around a relief
map of Wyoming. Each car carried a
sign designating some desirable range
practice. The display was surrounded by
a pole corral and was set off by a background of specimens of improved grass
varieties, and important poisonous plants,
along with photographs of desirable and
undesirable management practices.
Ronald Harvey, President of the Student Section of Wyoming’s group in the
American Society of Range Management
was named to Who’s Who in American
Colleges and Universities during the
school year 1952-53. Ronald is our most
recent graduate from the Range Management sub-department.

UTAH

STATE AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE

The graduate program in range management at Utah State Agricultural
College has been expanded to permit the
acceptance of Ph.D. candidates. Two
candidates have been accepted who expect
to enroll for the 1953-54 school year.
Dillard H. Gates completed his B.S.
and MS. degrees at the University, of
Nebraska. Floyd E. Kinsinger is a graduate of Fort Hays Kansas State College
where he received B.S. and M.S. degrees.
Masters degrees in Range Management
were granted in 1953 to Billie E. Dahl,
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Clement, Oklahoma; Edwin E. Abbott,
Baker, Oregon; and to Virgil L. Hart of
Reno, Nevada.
The Fifth Annual Training Conference
of the Bureau of Land Management, a
two-week in-service school, was moved
this year from the Squaw Butte Experiment Station to the Forestry School
Summer Camp in Logan Canyon. The
school commenced August 20 and will
continue until September 2.
In 1953, Professor Grant Harris became Utah’s first range-trained extension
specialist. Although his official title is
Extension Forester his duties include
range management education as well.
This appointment climaxes some 10 years
of effort on the part of the range department to make available to Utah ranchers
some service and help in this field.
The Department of Range Management has just complet,ed a bulletin on
“Halogeton problems of Utah.” This work
has been in progress during the past three
years and has dealt primarily with management of range and livestock to reduce
livestock losses on halogeton infested
ranges. The project was financed by a
special appropriation by the Legislature
of Utah and by the Bureau of Land
Management.
The Utah State Educational Fair
(Agathon) was held April 30 and May 1
on the U.S.A.C. Campus. Each department on the campus builds a display depicting the work carried on in that department.
The
Range
Management
Department had four displays: watershed, forage plants, range animals, and
range research. Lawrence Heald, graduating senior, was in charge of the range
displays.
Paul West, now a senior in the Range
Department, was elected to the Vice
Presidency of the Forestry Club for 195354. Paul will be in charge of Conservation Week for the coming year, and has
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expressed the hope that the western
colleges can collaborate to extend Conservation Week over the entire western
states.
The junior students in range management took their annual field trip from
May 7 to May 16. The trip took in the
U. S. Sheep Experiment Station, Yellowstone Park game range, southern Montana, South Dakota
and Wyoming.
Twelve students made the trip with
Professor Arthur D. Smith. It was a very
worthwhile experience. Formerly this trip
was made by senior students, but this
year marks the change to a trip following
the junior year. It was felt that the
broader acquaintance with the range
country made possible by this trip would
be doubly valuable if made before all the
professional course work was taken.
A group of five students attended the
Annual Meeting of the Society of Range
Management in Albuquerque in January,
where they competed in the range plant
identification contest. The team placed
second in team competition and secured
an individual second, third and fifth place.
-Andy Ellis.
The annual Foresters Banquet was
held Thursday evening, April 9 in Logan
where the annual awards were presented
for the outstanding conservationists in
Utah for 1952. Presentation of these
awards is an annual activity. The Bridger
Trophy was presented to Mr. R. L.
Turpin, federal aid coordinator with the
Utah State Fish and Game Department,
for his services and work in the field of
Wildlife Conservation. Mr. Robert Stewart, formerly Agricultural Agent with
the Utah Extension Service, was presented with the Conservation Award. The
selection was made in recognition of Mr.
Stewart’s activity in promoting community purchase of critical watershed

land, thus protecting a vital source of
culinary water.
Mr. Evan Woodbury of St. George,
Utah was presented the award for being
“The Rancher of the Year.” The bases
were : ranch improvements
(buildings,
sheds, fences and reseeding), ranching
methods, range utilization, and cooperation with the federal agencies. Mr.
Woodbury was voted the honors by a
committee including Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management personnel,
faculty, and students.
Dr. A. W. Sampson was the speaker of
the evening, speaking on the subject
“Future Considerations of Range Research.” Dr. Sampson was critical of extensive programs being undertaken withHe
out adequate basic information.
further emphasized the frequent disregard
of ecological principles and the attempts
to run counter to nature in our range
rehabilitation programs. Dr. Sampson
told of a project in California where a
simultaneous vegetation and soil survey
is being made and expressed a wish that
projects of this type could be undertaken
in all of the Western states to be used to
guide range improvement activities.
4+
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL
COLLEGE
Members of the senior class in range
management attended the Sixteenth Annual Range Improvement Field Day of
the U. S. Southern Great Plains Field
Station at Woodward, Oklahoma. The
program included a morning tour of the
station where the following were observed: grass, legume, and sorghum breeding and improvement studies; range and
pasture seedings; brush and weed control
with equipment demonstrations; and an
educational exhibit of native and introduced grasses, sorghums, small grains,
and wind breaks. The afternoon program,
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which followed a delicious barbecue, consisted of addresses from some of the
better known ranchers and range technicians actively engaged in the cattle
industry. The field day was concluded
with a tour of the cattle lots where a discussion was conducted regarding stocking
rates, grazing systems, supplemental feeding and parasite control.
The members also took a trip to the
Spur Experiment Station on May 16.
Several pastures subjected to various
systems of grazing and conservation
practices were observed. A comparison of
pastures seeded to introduced species,
wheat, or Sudan was made. Proper distribution of runoff water collected from a
12,000-acre watershed by means of diversion dams and water spreaders was seen.
Mr. C. E. Fisher, Superintendent of the
Spur Station, pointed out several experimental areas used for chemical brush
control studies and explained results,
benefits, and costs of the control operations. In addition, Mr. P. T. Marion explained the research program concerned
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with cattle gains made on native and
reseeded pastures.
On May 15, the senior range management students completed a range management plan for the 12,000 acre Forrest
Ranch at Slaton, Texas. The plan was
designed to expose the students to the
problems encountered by range managers
and public land administrators. This
particular ranch was selected for study
as it acquainted the students with the
six sites found on the High Plains of Texas
and the native vegetation indigenous to
each of the sites. An aerial photograph of
the ranch was used in making a range
survey to determine the extent of the
forage resources, water development,
fences, buildings, and corrals. In addition
to an inventory of present resources, the
students submitted a plan concerning
livestock management, range management, and improvements and developments. A balance sheet was maintained
to cover the initial cost of purchase plus
the cost of operation for a period of one
year.

STUDENTS

SOCIETY

OF RANGE

MANAGEMENT

Students in Range, Botany, Ecology,
Pasture Management
and similar courses are invited
to join the American Society of Range Management as student members at the reduced rate of
$4.00 per year, of which $2.50 is for a subscription
to the Journal. The applicant must be a student or graduate student and the address for mailing his Journal of Range Management
must
be in care of his professor or class room.
Interested students should contact any member of the Society, the officers of their local section, or write to W. T. White, Executive Secretary, American Society of Range Management,
2443 N. E. lOth, Portland 12, Oregon.

NEWS AND NOTES
GRASSLANDSURVEY: NORTH-WESTERN
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
In 1951, FAO was represented on a
team of grassland specialists, selected by
the Food and Agriculture Committee of
the
Office
of
European Economic
Cooperation, which carried out a Survey
of the grassland and fodder problems of
the Mediterranean countries. After their
report had been published, a meeting was
convened by FAO in Rome in 1952 at
which it was decided to set up a permanent FAO Working Party on Mediterranean Pasture and Fodder Development.
Now, in 1953, OEEC has arranged a
Survey of the grasslands of the following
countries : France,
Italy (Lombardy
Plain), Austria, Germany, UK, Belgium,
Netherlands,
Denmark,
Norway
and
Ireland. The survey will begin on 7 April
and is expected to be completed in July.
FAO will be represented on the Survey
Team of six international specialists.
Most of these countries are already
highly advanced in the techniques of
grassland management and improvement
and are, therefore, well able to meet the
needs of the type of animals which can
consume grassland products directly in a
green or conserved form. In order,
however, to increase the acreage and
improve the supply of feeds which, to a
great extent, have to be imported to meet
the needs of non-ruminants, the team will
have to make a special study of methods
of obtaining maximum carrying capacity
and production from grassland. When this
objective has been achieved; it will then
be possible to reduce the acreage under
grass and to increase progressively the
acreages under coarse grains or cultivated
fodder crops.--From
Director-General’s

Monthly Letter, No. IS-April
Rome

1953 FAO,

GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONERS
MEET
The Western Association of State Fish
and Game Commissioners met at Long
Beach, California on June 1, 2 and 3.
Approximately 300 game commissioners,
employees of State game departments,
sportsmen and representatives of Federal
agencies attended the meeting.
During the three days, the importance
of proper management of big-game ranges
was repeatedly mentioned in the general
and technical sessions. A discussion of
rebuilding forage production on depleted
ranges by seeding and planting of trees
and shrubs made up nearly all of one
technical session.
Members of the Range Society should
be encouraged by the increased emphasis
on proper management and stocking of
ranges by those interested in big game.
At this meeting, it was not unusual to
hear prominent sportsmen speak of the
necessity of getting big-game numbers in
balance with grazing capacity of the
range. This change was pleasing to me.
The trend is good.--Ed.

WAYNE COOK RECEIVES AWARD
C. Wayne Cook was granted the
Hoblitzelle national scientific award for
1953, given cooperatively to Cook and
Lorin Harris of the Utah State College,
Animal Husbandry Department.
This
award carries a $5,000 personal grant and
also a gold medal, and is given for
outstanding research work on a national
basis. The award is a result of range
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nutrition research and methodology on
work carried on cooperatively between the
Range Management
Department
and
Animal Husbandry Department through
the
Utah
Agricultural
Experiment
Station.
&
KLING ANDERSONRETURNS FROM
NEW ZEALAND
Dr. K. L. Anderson, Professor of
Agronomy, Kansas State College, returned recently from an eight months’
visit to New Zealand. He was awarded a
Fulbright Scholarship in 1952 to study
pastures and their management in that
country. His headquarters was Massey
College, Palmerston North, but much of
his time was spent in trips through the
country visiting experimental units and
farmers. He reports that 95 percent of
New Zealand’s exports come directly from
grass in the form of livestock products.
Beef, lamb and dairy products are produced from grass alone; even pork is
produced from pastures supplemented
with skim milk. No grain is fed in
producing the large volume of export
livestock
products.
The
intensivelyfarmed low country pastures are kept in
top production through the application of
superphosphate, and where needed, lime.
Legumes are depended on for the production of nitrogen and livestock help
maintain the fertility of the land.
Mrs. Anderson and daughter, Helen,
joined Professor Anderson for two months
of his visit.
&
NEW REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
IN BLM
Westel B. Wallace has been named
Bureau of Land Management regional
administrator in Billings, Montana. Administrator Woozley said Mr. Wallace’s
experience will be of immense value in
BLM’s current analysis of Bureau policies
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and programs designed for the orderly
development and management of the
tremendous resources of the region. Mr.
Wallace, who is from Colorado, has been
with the Bureau of Reclamation in Boise,
Idaho since 1944 as Regional Land
Officer, responsible for land valuation,
acquisition and withdrawal. He has also
had extensive banking, credit and business experience, with particular experience in matters relating to farming
and livestock operation. He entered on
duty June 15.
+
PROMOTIONSAND TRANSFERS
J. Russell Penny has been promoted to
Assistant Chief, Division
of Range
Management, Bureau of Land Management, Washington, D. C. The position to
which Mr. Penny was promoted was
formerly
filled by Milt Reid, now
deceased.
&
RANGE MEN ABROAD
Marion Clawson, former Director of
the Bureau of Land Management, left in
June for Jerusalem, Israel on a 2-year
assignment as economic advisor on the
staff of Mr. Oscar Gass. Mr. Gass has a
contract with the Israeli government to
set up a high level economic planning
staff in the office of the Prime Minister of
Israel. This staff, with Mr. Clawson as a
member, will coordinate all existing plans
and develop a long-range plan for the
economic development of Israel.
A. D. (Bud) Molohon, Regional Administrator for the Bureau of Land
Management at Billings, Montana left in
July on a two-year assignment under the
Point IV program in Israel. Bud recently
returned from a short assignment in
Jordan, where he and Norman French
established a water spreading system
which greatly increased forage production
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during the first year of operation. In
Israel, Bud will be in charge of range
development,
range management,
and
related activities such as woodland development. This work will be under the
Point IV program, in cooperation with
the Israeli government.
Herbert Schwan, Division of Wildlife
and Range Management, Forest Service,
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Denver, Colorado, left in July for a 2-year
assignment as desert range conservation
and sheep improvement specialist under
the Point IV program in Saudi Arabia.
Mr. Schwan will advise the Saudi
Arabian government on all phases and
methods for improving their present
range management
practices.
He and
Mrs. Schwan will have their headquarters
at Jidda, Saudi Arabia.
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WITH THE SECTIONS
CALIFORNIA

KANSAS-OKLAHOMA

The Bay Area Chapter of the California
Section was organized at a meeting held
February 16 in the Forestry Building,
University
of California campus, at
Berkeley. Bill Hartman, who has been
active in sponsoring the local chapter,
was elected as presiding officer for the
next year. Jay Bentley was elected as
scribe. A total of 16 members and guests
attended this first meeting.
The Chapter will hold informal meetings to discuss subjects of interest to
range managers in California. The number
of meetings to be held and the meeting
dates for this year will be decided by a
committee.
Hartman served as moderator for a
town-hall
discussion of the subject
“Management of Annual-Plant Ranges.”
The panel of “experts” included H. H.
B&well, H. Hjersman, J. R. Bentley, and
Frank Pereira, Jr., who is a rancher in
Briones Valley. The lively discussion was
followed by a coffee hour.
The annual meeting for 1953 will
again be held at Davis on the University
of California campus. Chairman of the
program committee is Reuben Albaugh,
Extension Animal Husbandman.

COLORADO
New officers for the Colorado Section
elected in May 1953 are as follows :
Chairman-Carlton
S. Fonte, 1050
Rood Avenue, Grand Junction
G.
Secretary- Treasurer-Rowland
Thompson, Box 209, Grand Junction
Councilmen-Paul
F. Gilbert, Box 417,
Hot Sulphur Springs, and E. P.
Hazard, Saguache

The Kansas-Oklahoma Section held its
semi-annual meeting in Ardmore, Oklahoma in May. The meeting included a
dinner and program in the Ardmore
Hotel on the evening of May 15, followed
by tours to the Brannon Bros. ranch and
Lake Murray Park on May 16.
At the evening meeting Gerald W.
Tomanek, range and pasture specialist at
Kansas State College, reported on range
management studies at Ashland in southwest Kansas, and Atwood in the northwestern part of the State. He reported
that tall, mid- and short grasses all exist
on ungrazed ranges in varying proportions, according to the topography and
fertility of the soil. Under moderate grazing the tall varieties decrease and the midgrasses come in stronger. Under heavy
grazing, the tall and mid-grasses are
killed out leaving only short grasses.
Moderate grazing for that section of the
country was generally defined as taking
off about 60 percent of the growth of
forage.
The Saturday tours went to the Brannon Bros. ranch east of Marietta where
members and guests saw outstanding
pastures, rye and vetch and sweetclover
for soil improvement, pasture, and making of silage for winter feeding. Then the
tour went to Lake Murray Park to study
the stand of grasses that has come back
since the park was formed.
The Section received some exceedingly
good publicity from the Daily Ardmorite.
Attendance was not as high as hoped, but
what was lacking in numbers was made
up in enthusiasm.
~-~
The next meeting of this Section is to
be held at Elk City with specific date to
be set later, probably about the middle
of October.
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